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on the part
given of this peculiar
dor the red aud white banner Of WOlwJV
THE LAS VEGAS Y. M. C. A.
of Sergius. According to the first,
wide Endeavor.
No organization on
that of Chambers, the name of Serearth has in it so much of promise of
gius when a candidate was Pete di
CONTRACTING A CHEAPER PLANT
greater unity in the Christian world
PorcR and for two reasons it was
as the Y. P. S. C. E. The advance
THAN AT PRESENT PLANNED
changed; one that the first of his
made in the twenty-twshort years
IS FALSE ECONOMY,
name being tne one borne by the
since the organization of the pioneer
first occupant of the papal chair, he
in a little church In New Eng
counted it disrespectful to St. Peter To Evangelize the World the Cost of Maintaining a Poorly Equipped Wealthy Illinois Girl lJurnedto society
Condition Somewhat
land Is among the mane of the ages. Genera
Less
to call himself Peter 11; the other,
Little
than
that for
Heath on the Streets of
Building
Into every laud where the story of the
Text of the Plea Made by
I in
proved, but His Holiness
that Porca, "The Hog," if used,
More Desirable Institution.
emus is told the Christian Endeavorcr
Denver
would seem to make him ridiculous In
Endeavorers.
Remains in Red
has gone, and gone with the conquerthe eyes of the populace; both considIt is thought by some that the Las
or's sword, lu darkest Africa, caste
erations together leading
him
to
Vegas 'Y, M. C. A. Is undertaking too
bound Burmah, every corner of the
The
change his name to Sergius.
largo things. Surely there should be
American continent and
nation
no complaint against the association
story given by Plotina is that it was PLAN TO BE
ACCIDENT of Europe the Endeavorereveryprinciples
ADOPTED
nt the Instigation of the caniinals thftt
if it plants In this city a building with
of tho organization have been promodern appointments and equipment,
the change was made, these considerclaimed.
There must be something
aasriatlon
adequate to an
ing that the name would be a public
of vitality In a movement such as this.
work. It is not the InterVion of the While ."Walking on Uroiwlwuy Whence comes tho life? Who shall
scandal in the Christian world.
After selecting his name and re- ScNsioiif held iti Many thurclics. association directors to buld larger
Mis Marie .Murphy Suddenly
say there is no power In the dynamo Grave Fear of Coma that would
Hov. Dr. .Ins. Hill Presides
than the city's sunpert will bear them
ceiving the homage of his associates,
at the other end of the long coil of
Iteeaine
in
ICiidin Death Itelievcd. I'iiIno
out. in doing. That they are planing
the new pope is arrayed in pontifical
in Tent Endeavor.
nineteen centuries, when the light is
Flumes
aud Temperature Sat
one
for
Is
no
vestments, several suits of which, of
to
reason
so
any
our
at
largely
end today?
brightly burning
various sizes, have been prepare
withhold his encouragement and supHe tlleri again receives the submission
port.
FRISONERS ESCAPE.
It is also thought by some that Ias PROMPT ASSISTANCE FUTILE
and homage of the cardinals and a THE JUNIOR ENDEAVORERS
Vegas cannot maintain an association
procession is formed, headed by a
DESPERATE FEDERAL PRISONER SUBSTANTIAL
REPAST TAKEN
in as extensive a plant as is being
,
the new pope being es
It is with the knowledge
LEADS ASSAULT ON SHERplanued.
corted to the apartments in the Vatithat It is the poorly equipped associahis predecessor,
IFF AT JUNCTION CITY.
can occupied by
11. "To
DENVER, Colo., July 11.-- rie Miss Ma--,
DENVER, Colo.,
July
while a cardinal chosen for the pur Evangelize the World," this is the tions that fail of maintenance that
ago twc&ry-one- ,
Murphy,
daughter
are planning
pose proceeds in state to a balcony in keynote of picas of noted ministerial the Las Vegas directors
ROME, July 11, 9 a. m.The mediof Jotr, S. Murphy, a rich banker of Four Escape, but Two Are Recaptured
facilities to give young men such
the vatican facing the great public orators of this
Sheriff
cal
bulletin regarding the condition ot
Pease
Badly Injured.
died early this
Fontiac, Illinois,
country and England
It
the pope has just been Issued.
square in front and there proclaims who are attending the Christian En- privileges a will not fall to hold aj morning, as a result of a peculiar ac
the years; cident.
through
membership
holiness
his
strong
the name of the new pontiff.
JUNCTION
the
11.
says,
night
"During
CITY,
Kaus.,
It
near
in
July
While, walking
this city.
deavor convention
Trinity
to come. The dormitories could be M. E.
which is
The college of cardinals,
church on Broadway her cloth- Gilbert Mulllu, the federal prisoner rested at Intervals. His pulse is nine
probable that the plan for carrying
asocla-tion'to
the
out
uf
the
left
scheme,
back
to
its
elects a pope, dates
origin
took Are. Bystanders who led a mutiny at Fort Leaven- ty and has Bhown no diversity since
out this work will be adopted before
annual loss of at least $1,250. ing suddenly
the earliest days of the church. Since the convention
rushed to her assistance and man worth, in November, 1901, and who last night In strength and' resistance.
adjourns.
The result would be that this much ot
1272 the cardinals alone have had the
to smother the llames. Slid, ha been In the county jail here for His respiration la 30 and temperature
This morning sunrise services were
for running expenses aged
the
money
choice of a pope and this body has held In five
was
taken to the homeopathic hospit tho past year awaiting trial on the 36 centigrade The functions of tho
churches. From 8:30 to
.
therefore enjoyed this sole preroga- 9:30 sessions of Christian Endeavor would have to bo made up from some al where
was charge of having murdered one of the kidneys are still deficient. The gen
other source. The double bowling al- done to everything possible
tive for over COO years.
is
in
cral
a
fairly.
condition,
however,
on
led
an
assault
guards
mutiny,
save
school of methods were held in eight
her life, but the burns
As constituted, the college i3 com churches. At 10 o'clock the confer leys and swimming pool might be dis-- were too serious. What caused the Sheriff I'easo early today and he, with easy,"
carded-t- o
of
memberthe
loss
many
cardinal
cardinal
of
bishops,
posed
"Masxonl, Lapponi.
Are is a mystery.
ence of state, district and local union
One theory is Miss three others, one a white man and two
at $10 per annum per' capita.
The
Awakes Refreshed.
priests and cardinal deacons.
on a match and an- negro prisoners, escaped. The sheriff
officers began at th Central Presbyter- ships
Murphy
stepped
This would cheapen the structure, but
cardinal bishops are the bishops of ian
ROME, July 11. 4 p. m. The pope's
other that a Rpark from a nail in the was overpowered and badly cut about
church, President Clark presiding.
It
the
Ostia, Porto, Albano, Tusculum, Sabi-n- At the same time the convention who says it would be economy?
but
he
In
succeeded
head,
long
sleep caused fear that he would
shoe. Ignited the fluffy underwear.
gettlug
the cell door closed before all of the pass Into coma, but he woke up reand Palestrina, the former states proper was in ses3ion at Tent Endea- costs about as much to run a poorly
o- Inasof the church.
equipped plant as a good one.
In the 11th century
freshed a short time ago.
prisoners could get out.
vor, Rev. Dr. James L. Hill, presiding. much as
THE MORA COUNTRY,
by extending the canvass for
the number of cardinals was 28, but
Tho quartet ran through the eastern
Pope Remained in Bed.
"Our resources and how to develop funds to all classes of the
It has been since increased until now,
city and
of the town toward the river
part
ROME,
July 11., 10 a. m. Contrary,
was
of
and
the topic
the tray
them,"
without distress to any one, It Is found ATTORNEY GEO. P.MONEY TALKS and, compelling some fishermen to to his usual habit the pope did not
when full, the college has 70 mem a
number of addresses were made.
adthat the association's plan for its
row them to the other Ide, made for get up tills morning, not because of
bers. It Is, however, never full, there
CONDOF THE PLEASING
The session devoted to Junior Endeathick timber. The sheriff followed in any unusual depression, as his general
being always hats held in reserve, at vorers was held in Tent Endeavor mirable building can be carried out,
ITIONS OF THE REGION
who has an objection to offer? It is
the disposal of the pope, to be confer
a buggy and posses were quickly condition Is somewhat Improved, but
this afternoon, "Father" Clark pre- the
very fact of the association's People Greatly Interested in a Project organized and joined In the chase. because the doctors urged him to rest
red when deemed advisable. At pres
siding.
plans offering to the young men of
ent the college, as to nationality,
To Secure the Extension of the
Later soldiers were sent over from as much as possible and to stay is
the city just the privileges they de
29;
stands as follows:
Italian,
Fort Riley to assist In the hunt Short- bed.
Electric Line to the Valley.
French, 7; Spanish, 7; Austrian, 5; GRANT TRUSTEES MEET. sire that is leading them to subscribe
General Condition Unchanged.
ly before noon two of the negroes were
so liberally as they are doing. The
Attorney Geo. P, Money, who re- - captured and returned to jail. Sheriff
Bohemian, 2; Portugese, 2; German,
ROME, July 11, 12:20 p. m. The
oueHtitin that is now heforf ",e people turned a day or two ago from a vis
2 1 Belgian, 1; Polish,
hiiured.
l;niih, 2; Huu
V
general condlon of the pope to ttB-"iW
7
Las Vegas TC what jafeturwetrw it TO TWCT,orings g raw y mg
garlan, 4; English, 1; Canadian, 1, WORK OF BODY LOOKING TOrfdf
do people of the city going to do to the conditions of the fruitful valley. a negro, Is a desperate man, and it ishment of sweet preaus, cuuncu,
and 1 American. The preponderance
OF
WARDS ESTABLISHMENT
of Bearsls,
help the young men to help themselves He says the season will be the most is expected that he wilt put up a hard jelly, and a small glass
of the Italian element Is thus seen to
GOVERNMENT RESERVOIR.
for
make
which
been
wine.
has
those
record.
on
There
toward
things
V productive
fight
Italbe very decided, and although the
ad
far
are
Asleep.
the
outbreak
In
Leavenworth
Fort
the
Pope
crops
s
right living?
plenty of rain,
ians . have not the requisite
Pushing Application for Grant Patent
The Secret of It.
ROME, July 11, 1:30 p, mi Shortly,
vanced and the whole valley is a gar- - twenty-siprisoners escaped, Mullins
to elect a pope, they have
With Bright Hopes of Success.
To measure the possslbilitles of the don.
and nearly all the others finally being after the midday meal the pope fell
enough to prevent a combination of
Men's Christian association
there captured after a desperate fight, In into a peaceful sleep, which still conand
Mora
is
at
Business
Young
lively
them,
element
the foreign
against
A meeting of the board of trustees
The re which Guard J. B. Waldrupo and sev tinues.
and can, if they choose, control the of the Las Vegas grant was held to- by sizing it up against any ordinary are many summer visitors.
o
in fact, any existing InBtitu sorts near the city are thronged with eral convicts were killed.
election. It has been so for over 300 day at their 'Office on the west side, club, or,
measurement
and Sunday.
to
a
false
o
is
take
Hon,
heallhseekers.
cloudy
tonight
Partly
the
years, Adrian VI., in 1522, being
all members being piosent except F. of it. The marvelous monetary sup
AMERICANS WIN.
showers and cooler in south"
Mr. Money found the poople considProbably
last pontiff of foreign birth.
town.
who
out
cl
H. Piece
h
port that is everywhere coming to the erably interested In a plan for extendportion tonight, was the way the
The formalities attending the elecConsiderable routine business was Y. M.
A. is because of its practical ing the electric street railway line Their Team Today Captured World's weather prediction
C
read which was
comtion are numerous and must be
transacted.
in the lines of young men. from this
The temperaGreatest Shooting Trophy
to Mora and adjacent
here
workings
received
today.
city
When
the
to
letter.
the
with
plied
Several months ago the board took The best thing for a young man is towns.
valwas
as follows :i
whole
the
is
ture
that
for
It
urged
yesterday
Prlxe.
The
in
Palma
a
reigning pope is believed to be
up with the department of the interior to help himself. An enterprise that
is thickly populated and that near
Maximum, 91; minimum, 73; precipiassemley
are
witnesses
condition,
of
dying
at Washington the matter irrigation he puu some of himself into he will
BISLEY, Eng., July 11. America tation, .01 of an inch; mean humidby are Cebolla, La Cueva and other
bled to be present at his death, sev- by the government, with the result
of. The assoela populous villages.
out
1
something
timber,
Wool,
get
,
today captured the Palma trophy. Her ity, 77.
eral cardinals being among the num- that Mr. Reed the U. S. engineer was
tion'e policy Is to furnish him right grain and other products of the re- team scored an aggregate of 1.070 out
o
the
as
as
soon
melancholy
and
ber,
sent out to make a preliminary Inve- things to do and keep him at them, sourceful section
cild be transported of a possible 1,800 and beat all the
Holding His Own.
event occurs the papal chamberlain stigation.
or let him keep himself at them be- to the railroad by the line, and the best shots of Europe, South Africa,
ROME!, July 11. The pope contin
takes charge of the vatican, makes an
The board continued to press upon cause he likes to do them, To reap Increased
would mean Australia and Canada, who were con- ues to hold his own. A slight Imaccessibility
Inventory of the property In the pope's the department the irrigation project, the best results it Is
only necessary to substantial addition to the wealth and gregated for tbe first time on English provement to manifested in his pri
and also
private apartments, views the body, by active correspondence
his efforts to the extent population of the district, and more soil to compete for the world's prem mary ailment, but the condition of
writes a certificate of death, which he asked the aid of Mr. Rodey, the dele- supplement
not be able to holp him rapid development of the great re- ier shooting trophy.
he
that
may
his kidneys gives no cause for renewal
summons the witnesses to sign, orders gate from New Mexico, who made freman reared In the sources of the vicinity.
The
self.
young
Great Britain was second, with of anxiety. This is Increased by the
the papal chapel and St. Peter's to be quent visits to the geological survey
1,656. With the exception of the 800 danger of the pontiff's heart giving out
lap of luxury Is very apt to prove
draped and the bells to be tolled.
department to push forward the work. a weakling. Strength of manhood
Woman's Federation.
range, at which the United King- at any moment. In a general way,
yard
The Funeral.
deterThe department has definitely
comes through overcoming dlfflcuU
The Woman's Federation met at the dom beat them by 3 points, the Ameri- however, the brave old patient may,
a
of
funeral
usually
pope
The
mined to have a careful survey made ties. The seal of success is very often city hall
The can team demonstrated their superior be said to be more comfortable than
yesterday afternoon.
lasts nine days, the body, after be- of the reservoir site, and it may be
placed very dlscernably upon boys cleaning of the city, the removing of ity over au comers.
Canada was for several days. The doctors say
In
robed
and
embalmed
pontifical
ing
expected the survey will begin within young in years, in that they demon- dump piles from the public places third.
they would scarcely be surprised it
three
state
days the next sixty days.
vestments, lying In
strate their ability to do things. The and the securing of the money to caro
his seesaw between life and death conin the private chapel of the pope,
from
follow
It does not necessarily
reason that some young men ry out this work were the subjects
great
GEORGE
BELL
HURT.
tinue for another fifteen days. This
and
three
slstine
In
the
three days
tins that the reservoir will be con- have better opportunities In life than discussed.
afternoon tbe extraordinary nonoge-narla- n
In the cathedral of St. Peter. By one structed but it Is work in the right diothers opening to them Is because
Some work was reported as having Distressing Accident to a Las Vegas
received In audience three car
of the pillars In the grand, cathedral rection and renders it at least probmen who must delegate their busi been done under the supervision of
Old Timer A Festive Brondlnals In the private chapel of the
which
on
stone
support
there is a
that the reservoir will Anally be ness largely to others see In them the Thomas Clay. The election of officers
able
l
co Responsible.
pontlflclal apartments.
rests a marble sarcophagus. It Is el- accomplished. The ttrustees are push- elements of
and the power and of the executive committee resultheads
the
30
above
20
feet
to
evated
ing the application for the grant pat- to master circumstance that environ ed In tbe
'.
of all the present
The Saccharine Times of Sugar
Condition Brighter.
of the people, and Is in plain view of ent and as soon as the necessary red
them. There Is no limit to the help Incumbents.
City, Colo., contains the following ac
ROME, July 11.. .7 p. m. The folthe passers by. ft Is an object of In- tape program required at Washington
that a young man may have who helps After tbe discussion as to the best count of a painful Injury to George lowing bulletin has Just been Issued:
terest to every visitor from, the.tncf earn fee gone over. It Is believed the himself.
The fact that the association way to raise money to continue tbe W. Bell, for many years a resident of
"After rather quiet day patient's,
that It Is the temporary resting; place' patent, will be Issued.
condition is generally easier. Thorax
helps young men to help themselves cleaning of the city It was decided to this city?
of every pope. When a pope dies tie
Don Felix Esqulbel and Eugenlo le the secret of the liberal support the
G. W. Bell, driver for the Sugar City was again examined.
There was bo
give a dancing and card party In the
coffin of his predecessor Is removed Romero were
appointed a committee association so freely receives from the new Duncan building as soon as It Is Grain and Produce company, met with Increase of liquid in upper portion of
from this sarcophagus to a tomb In to Inspect the western
part of the ablest men of the whole country. This finished. Committees were appointed an accident Wednesday that will prob thorax to give Indications of pleuratle
the crypt of the cathedral.- - This sar- grant and report whether a favorable is
why that great plow company of to take entire charge of the entertain ably lay him up for several weeks.
Irritation. ' Pulse was stronger ana
cophagus now contains the body and location can there be found In which South Bend, Ind., offered to
purchase ment, the proceeds of which are to
While assisting in holding a runa fuller at 86; respiration, 2s, and temcoffin of Pius IX., and when Leo XIII, to
Impound the waste waters of the for the Y. M. C. A. a magnificent aban-one- be spent In the Improvement of the way broncho near the livery barn tbe perature 36.9 centigrade. His mental
dies the body of his predecessor will Tecolot rlvef.
club building at a cost of $250,-000- , city.
animal broke away, and tbe rope with condition was brighter.
make way for his own.
If any possible reservoir ite can be
and why at the same time the
A delightful evening Is assured by which he was tied tangled about Mr,
(Signed)
found to the westward, an effort will Studebaker Bros, offered to build and the ladles and It Is
hoped that tbe Bell's leg. He was dragged some disEnd In Sight
"R0880NI,
be made to secure government aid to bestow upon the association a modern-l- good purpose for which the entertain tance and thrown against a telephone
"MA20NI,
WASHINGTON, D. C, July 11.
build a reservoir Into which the Teco-lot- e
coat
of
appointed building at the
ment Is to be given will bo sufficient pole. His right limb was broken In
"LAPPONI."
Postmaster General Payne today statmay be turned at high tide.
$300,000, which latter gift was accept- Inducement for everyone to purchase two places, one of the fractures Just
"'
o
ed that the end of the postofflce inGradually if no disturbing cond- ed. This Is why Boston Is now plan- tickets.
above the ankle and the other In tbe
Thirteen Die ef Heat.
Joint.
NEW YORK, July il.-- Up
to noon
vestigation. Is In sight. "I am unable, itions Intervene the work of develop- ning the construction of a number of
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
association buildings at a cost of sevDr, Waxham, who Is attending the today eleven deaths, all attributed to
he said, "to fix any particular date ment will be continued.
It will be a great blessing to all eral millions of dollars, and this is The Christian Endeavor convention case, reports that tho patient Is rest- beat, had occurred la Brooklyn and
when the Investigation will he comthe people within the grant lines, if why the Las Vegas association will now in Bcssion In Denver Is one of ing easy at this time.
three deaths and five prostrations la
pleted, but matters have progressed the board shall be able to settle titles, accomplish its plans while a few men the greatest religious gatherings tho
When Mr. Bell was thrown against this city.
to an extent where I can see the end construct reservoirs anJ open up to are
world has ever seen. Its Import is the telopbone pole the rope was bro
eeylng it can not be done.
o
.
to the laborious work,'
Irrigation the arid land of the Las
mighty. From every part of the civ ken, else be might have been dragged
Lows
red
Retard.
the
o
Regular monthly meeting of the ilized world, from lands beyond far to death.
Vegas grant
BIRMINGHAM1,
July 11.
In
side
fire
east
Philadelphia.
Mortality
department Monday Cathay, from the islands of the
Mr. Bell Is an Industrious hardwork the Birmingham AthleUo
srtxrU
PHILADELPHIA, Pa, July 11.
Saul Rosenthal will chaperon a par night Business of Importance
and sea and from regions where "The ing cititen, and he and bis family cer- hero
today A. T. DuTy, the AasrtKa
Two deaths and three prostrations ty ot picnickers to El PorveoJr tomor- every member requested to be pres- Southern cross
hangs lu orbed fires tainly have the sympathy of tbe entire runner, won the lCfryari hist.
Ttrt,
from beat were reported this forenoon. row, f
ent wbeo the roll is called.
on high," tbe hosts have gathered un people of tbe town In this affliction.
lnsldeof
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How

the Successor to Pope Leo

Will be Chosen by Sacred
College

WHO ARE, CARDINALS

Electors Walled up in Private
Room of Vatican Untill Two
Thirds Majority lias bceu
Secured.

"""

THE

PONTIFICIAL

FUNERAi

STRANGE

REFRESHING

REST

Knvaried

.

cross-bearer-

--

'

the cardinal
After the funeral
gather in the Vatican, masses are
said, a sermon relating to their duties Is delivered by one of their own
number or by some distinguished prelate chosen for the occasion, and the
cardinals retire to a private wing of
the vatican to hold the election.
After all who should be there have
entered the apartment, every entrance
but one i3 walled up, bricklayers with
material and tools being in readiness.
One door, however, a small private
entrance, is not included, for it has
happened that a cardinal died during
a conclave, and some means of access
to the apartments is deemed desirable, in view of an extraordinary conThe little door is locked
tingency.
within and without, and an attendant
waits on each side, no one being allowed to pass in or out except by special permission from both the cardinals
and the papal chamberlain.
Formerly all the cardinals lived
and slept in a common dormitory, 'but
now a private cell is set apart for
each.

--

The cells are draped, those for the
cardinals created by tbe last pope in
red, all others in green.
Life In The Cells.
life
cardinalite
The Toutine of
through the term of incarceration va- fies little from day to day. At 6 in
the morning an official wakes the cardinals., who assemble at once before
the temporary altar provided and hear
mass, after which a ballot is taken
and if there is no result they retire
for breakfast. In discussion, possibly
and
other
electioneering, exercise
2
until
ways, they pass the time
o'clock in the afternoon, when anoth
er ballot is taken, and if without re
sult they dine and pass the after
noon as best they can, all retiring at
dark to await the next day's events
The system of balloting which has
been in vogue in the conclave for
several hundreds of years.Is a curious
promlnition of the Australian system.
Sheets of paper are carefully folded
so that when opened by the tellers
the latter see nothing but the name
of the candidate who has been voted
for, while in one of the folds is record
ed also the name of the cardinal vot
ing. When a ballot is to be taken
these sheets are distributed by the
attendants among the princes of the
church, each records his vote and, in
the folded corner, his name and inltlals, the latter being done for the
sake of identifying the ballot In case
Of any controversy should arise as to
the number of votes or their validity,
then advances to the altar, kneels,
'Scpests a prayer and In the sacred
chalice deposits his ballot All must
vote, otherwise there la no election.
After the ballots bare all been deposited in the chalice, three cardinals
are appointed tellers, who open the
beets, read and record the names of
' the candidates voted for and announce the result. If no election has
been attalneJ the ballots are burned,
together with the record of the vote
made by the tellers. This part of
the procedure Is so well understood In
Rome that as soon as the cardinals
are locked up in conclave a particular
chimney In the Vatican palace Is
watched and when smoke Is seen as
cendlng from it everybody knows that
an unsuccessful ballot has been taken.
Choosing a Name.
When a choice Is arrived at and
s
the requisite
majority has
been cast In favor of one candidate
the fact Is announcej by the tellers,
the new pope Instantly selects the
name by which he will be known anJ
T receives the homage of the cardinals.
The change of name by the successful
candidate is a usage which . dates
from the accession of Pope Sergius
11 In iH, Two account baye been
.
two-third-

;
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be addresses and special
The appeal to the Jews to
ouserve the day says In part as follows:
"The massacre at Klshlneff provoked the horror and Indignation of the
whole civilized world without regard
to religion and race. Everyone who
was able contributed liberally to the
relief of those stricken people. The
jerloan press without exception (I'd
all lu 41 a civilized press could do.We
Jews dlu a" we could do to colled
mnnrv for .''he sufferers, but now Is
the time to do" something on the side
that
of morality t6 iCmia,i onr
such occurrences a7? M spontaneous.
There are no eonseiiueiir8 without
causes,' and It Is time to d!aeo?f the
causes of such outbreaks that we may
be able to. prevent them In the fu..
ture.'
';
.,
.
o
Chicago's New Passenger Station.
CHICAGO, July 11. The La Salle
Street Station, the new railroad passenger terminal, at Van Buren and La
Salle srets, will be formally opened
to traffic tomorrow. The new station",
which Is one of the handsomest In
the city, la to be used Jointly by the
Chicago, Uock Island & Pacific, tbc
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
and the Nickel plate lino.
-- o
Boyne Battle Recalled.
anniver
BELFAST, July
sary of the battle of the Boyne was
celebrated by the Orange societies of
Belfast and vicinity today, with the
.
usual parade and
w
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Servl- 'of Klshineff.
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WATERMELONS
JUST IN

2Jc per Pound.
GRAAF & HAYWARD,
"

6R0CERS.
BUTCHERS and BAKERS,

G.A.R.VETERAHS

National Encampment

Will be Most Interesting
of Recent Years.

GREAT HOST COMING

--

RALLY

SAN FRANCISCO, July 11. The
members of the local committees on
arrangement express tho opinion that
the coming national encampment of
the Grand Army ot the Republic in
this city will he the most significant,
the most Interesting and one of the

recent years by the veterans of the
Civil war. And so Indeed It will be If
present plans, now well toward completion, are carried out.
It will be the first national encamp
ment ever beld on tho Pacific coast
by the great organization and as a con
equence the entire state of California
la taking an Interest In the city of
San Francisco In arranging for the re
ception and entertainment of tho vis
itort. The expert testimony of pas
longer agents whoso roada reach San
Francisco directly or Indirectly Is that
the crowd will be the largest ever en
tertalned la the city,
CommanderinCklef Stewart and his
asoclales of the executive committee
have chosen four days August IS, 19,
20 and 21 as tho period of the nn
tlonal convention. The entertaluuent
of the veterans and their guests, how
ver, will cover about a wock. The
whole city will be handsomely dressed for the occasion, the crown'm-- fea
ture being an Illuminated court of
honor In a consplclously locality in
the business section of the city.
Advices already received Indicate
that large delegation! wll be on band
from the middle west and also from
the eastern section ot the country,
despite is distance, while the states
west of the Missouri river will undoubtedly be more largely represented than at any former national en
campmennt School bouses and other
public buildings wll be utilized to ac
commodate the visitors, while those
veteran who prefer it may he housed
in tents, a large number of which
will be erected in a convenient part
of the city.

, Junior Day at C. E. Convention.
be
DENVER, July
Junior bad
their innings today at the Christian
Endeavor national convention. Under
ll.-.T-

the

direction of Miss Nellie M.
superintendent of junior work,
aided by Mrs. France E. Clark and
Professor Amos R. Wells, a monster
Uemonstration of the young folk was
aeld in Tent Endeavor. In the churches also special metings were beld
and the papers, addreos" and
had particular reference to
the work of the Junior department of
the great organization.
No sessions of the convention will
be held tomorrow, but the day will be
one of great activity for the delegates,
nevertheless. The pulpits of the churches of all evangelical denominations
nave been placed at tho disposal of
the convention and In both morning
and evening there will be sermons by
leading divines and evangelists who
are among the visitors.
Will-lam-

Jews Plan a Memorial Day.
CHICAGO, July 11. The Jews of
OJcago bave arranged to observe
as a memorial day for the

Jll

Bridge
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tho principal streets, speech-makinand a carnival of athletic sports.
A. T. & S. F. WATCH INSPECTOR- Henry James to Come Next Week.
LONDON, July 11. Among the notmanagers designated Albuquerque the
able to sail for America next week
A BIG DISPLAY.
WANTS
novfamous
collecting point of tha mineral exhib
be
will
Henry James, tho
it, at which point the aarae will be
elist, whoso last visit to the United
yeara F. A. JONES, DIRECTOR OF NEW displayed at the annual territorial fair
States was made twenty-fivnext fall, previous to its shipment to
MEXICO MINERAL EXHIBIT
He has become so attached to
ago.
St. Louie. This arrangement will
FOR 8T. LOUIS WRITES.
his English home that until recently
to
doubly display the exhibit and thus
he had no thought of returning
America. But now he has changed his How Specimens Should Be Prepared-Wh- ole provide a way for thos to see the col
Exhibit to Be Collected at lection who would not be able to visit
mind. He intends to make a long
-"
f-- n
" ahln. St, Loul. . Jit As., ibarofore necessary
lOffrmiinT-nithat all shipments be consigned to the
ment.
experiences and impressions of the
United Btates, revised after a quarter
undersigned at Albuquerque, during
In
of a century, In hook form.
F. A. Jones, director of tho New fho last woek in August; and only
o
Mexico mineral exhibit for the world's extraordinary cases should shipment
Detroit Expects a Big Crowd.
fair Is working hard to make the reach Albuquerque later than Septem
DETROIT, July 11. Just when this display of New Mexico at the great ber 10th, in order that sufficient time
year'a convention of the Baptist young exposition tho finest ever shown. The be had in which to place the exhibit
people at Atlanta and the Chrlst'an gentleman has recently returned from in proper shape, ready for the opening
of the fair on October 12th. Valuable
Endeavorers at Denver has passed a
trip through the northern part of
Into history, the Methodist host will the
and private collections will
specimens
Intorest
much
finds
He
territory.
he looked after under a special sur
assemble In this city for the great Indisplayed everywhere in hla plans and
ternational convention of the Epworflj Is much gratified at the prospect of veillance and guarantee of the safe
League. The sossions will commence general
Under date of return of the property In as good condition as when received.
next Thursday and continue four days.
July 11, Mr. Jones sends out tho fol
We wish to include In the exhibit
Committees aro now engaged in comcommunications:
lowing
pleting final arrangements for the en- To tho Mine Owners and Operators of everything of mlneralogical, geolog
ical and metallurgical Importance In
tertainment of the crowd, which Is
Now Mexico:
the
economy of the territory,
expected to be one of the largest ever
New Mexico Is preparing a great exAll railway freight will bo paid and
seen in Detroit.
its
from
resources
hibit of its vast
the world's fair commis
o
.i...
various mines and quarries to be dis- adjusted by
sion. A hearty response is expected
Annual Meting of Spiritualists.
next
Louis
St.
of
the
at
city
played
from every mining district in New
anANDERSON, Ind., July ll.-T- ho
year. Thle exhibit will attract the Mexico.
Some of the mining camps
nual meeting of tho Indiana Spiritualattention ot Investors from all over have
met and selected comist association, which opened todoy on
already
the civilized world; and every mine,
mittees
see
to
that they are fully repthe Chesterfield camp ground, Is the
quarry and prospect should appear on
largest summer meeting ever held by the printed list, which will give a de- resented with a creditable display of
their mineral resources at the greatth organization. Tn hotels have bDen
tailed description of each property In
exposition the world has ever known.
found Inadaquate to accommodate the New Mexico.
Yours very sincerely,
crowd of vlnitors and a number of
The plan Is that each sample, whethF. A. JONES,
new cottages are being utlllzeJ. The
er of ores, precious gems, building
Director of Mineral Exhibit.
meeting will continue seven weeks. stones or
other mineral products, shall
Albuquerque, N. M., July 11, 1903.
The list of speakers to be heard In
each be properly labeled and numcludes many of the most prominent
bered wben placed on exhibition; this
spiritualists in the country, among
Contest for Palma Trophy.
will refer to and correspond
the nmber being Laura O. Flzen of number
LONDON.
July 11. Riflemen of
In
the publication,
with the number
Chicago, B. F. Austin of Toronto, M. where a
ability and world-widreputation were
of
the
property,
description
E. Carpenter of Detroit, Josle K Fol- with name and address of the owner. on band in force today at Disley, when
som of St Louis, and J. Clegg Wright
extent of development, character of the preliminaries were begun in the
of Cincinnati.
International contest for the Paldeposit, etc., will be given. Any good great
o
ma
Prominent spectators
trophy.
photographs furnished that you may
Paris Is Preparing for a Holiday.
were numerous, and the shooting of
have of your mine, mill or cropping
PARIS. July 11. There are
watched
will be Included and reference given the crack marksmen was
signs of the approach of the to the
wltb Interest
Tbe American team
to which it belongs.
mine
"Glorious Fourteenth." Venetian masts
members did some good scoring at tbe
We do not care particularly to bave
strung . with colored electric ligiitr,
long ranges, but none of the figure
are being placel along ;he thorough- - a display ot small and pretty pieces ot will be made public until the close of
farts, and excursion trains are already minerals, simply because they glitter; tbe contest. Besides the American
bringing aboals ot provincial visitors. but we wish what may be considered and British teams, tbe competitors InThis is the only Umc of the year when averago Bamples of the ore or de- clude crack teams from France, Austhe most Inveterate Parisian fleet posit. Samples should be as large as tralia and several other countries.
from Parte. It Is like a taste of the conditions will admit in the mining
exposition year. The municipality Is and handling of the same; smaller
Parade of tpanit'i War Veterans.
not emulating private enterprises, and pieces varying In sizes should be sent,
state
MILWAUKEE, July ll.-- The
much less money will be devoted to also, In order that a small sample
fireworks and pubi3 illuminations may be given to any one who might encampment of the
feci an Interest In any particular prop war veterans' association came to a
than usual.
o
erty. Samples weighing a ton or more close today with a magnificent parade
All earn-pie- s through the downtown streets, followwill be greatly appreciated.
Nlcarauga Releases Prisoners.
be
should
wrapped ed by an outing at Scblltx park. The
substantially
MANAGUA, July 11. The present
or crat- parade, under tbe command of Maliberal government of Nlcarauga to before they are sacked, boxed
lu order to avoid Injury during jor J. A. Nemltx, was one of the biged,
day entered upon Its tenth year of of
full and complete labels, giv- gest aflatrs of Its kind seen In Milwaufice and the anniversary was cele transit;
nnmo of mine, owner, locality, ap- kee In several years.
Twenty-twbrated In the capital and elsewhere ing
assay values or chemical camps wero In line, besides Infantry,
throughout the Republic with public proximate should
accompany each lot. artillery and cavalry of the local nafestivities. As an indication of the analyses
of the wall rock are de- tional guard organizations.
At Schlitz
Specimens
government's belief that the troubles
sired, accompanied also by pieces park the reunion culminated
In a
consequent upon the late revolution of the characteristic
rock.
country
sham
witnessed
battle
several
by
considerable
bave entirely passed and
Any printed literature and reports thousand Interested spectators.
were
number of political
prisoners
made
by mining engineers and geolofredora
their
today.
granted
gists of the district, or any particular
Building Contractor and Jobber.
It may be that the French do not mining properties, are much desired Shop on Douglas avenue next to Fur
Intend to settle In Morocco, but they and needed In making the publication long's gallery. Prompt and careful atare giving a correct imitation of a na- complete aa possible.
tention given to all work. Estimates
tion with such Intentions.
The territorial board of world' fair furnished. N. P. iUND.
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Sixih Street, Between Grand and R. R. Avenue

s'

Open Omy and Hlght.
UEADQL'ARTERS.. ..
CAFE AND RESTAURANT
b. P. FORSYTHE
-x-

Union

and Pastries
I BreadWM.BAASOH.

!

j

Phone 77

CO., Props.

Cuisine

and Service

Sole Apents for Green Rtver.Old Crow,
Eoirewood and Sherwood Eye
Whiskies.
Kansas City Steaks,
Fish and Oysters in Season

Mi

Cold Bottles Pomery Sec.
Mumm's Extra Hry.
Cor. Railroad Avenue and Center Street

Mutual Life Insurance Companv.

PORTl,AND,MB.
(Incorporated

e

.

t

OF......

National Aw.

-- I-

1848.)

I

The Las Vegas Telephone Co.
LINCOLN AVENUE.
Eltwtrlc Door Molls, Annunciators,
Jlnrfrlur Alarms, and 1'rJrate Telephone at Ueaaonable Kates.
EXCHANGE RATES V
OrFics: P16 per Annum.
Keiiknc: 1U oer Annum
bAS VCOAS). ft. M

i

The only Insurance company operating nnder a state law oi
providing for extended insurance in case of lapse after three years. Has
given better results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
Death claims paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Write
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the moa
liberal terms and best advantages.

G. II. ADAMS, Manager,
New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

E. Iosenwald & Son,
PLAZA.

Our

Clearing Sale

Semi-Annu- al

We gave the public

was a big success.

exactly what we promised, did what we
said we would, and thank you for the
very liberal patronage given us.

e
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17000
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ML.
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Chsffjn Si Duncan,

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Developing
Machine.

speech-making-

Las

ZSSBrr-Stabl- e

Jap-a-la-

Kodak

'
o
CELEBRATION AT VANCOUVER.
11. Orangemen
VANCOUVEIUuly

Sherwin-William-

c,
Paint, Varnishes, Enamels.
Elaterlte Roofing, Tar, Felt,
Dulldlng Papers.

tfAv

..

Crockett Block

Sash, Doors, Builders I i ardware

You can develope your

11.--T- he.

Druggist
and

COMPANY

I'KI'OSITS

Away With The Dark Room!

from all over the province celebrated

ENDEAVOR

jj

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Pnl

.Jews of Clilcitffo Will Celebrate the battle of Boyne here today. The
Tomorrow an Memorial lay
celebration was held under the auspices of the Loyal Orange Association
for KlHliinefl' Martyr.
and consisted of a procession through
THE JUNIOR

-

First national Bank,

rail-waj- r

Coming

in warm weather when you can get irerfect bread, toothsone
eakes and pastry delivered fresh every day from

lldU
'TMLL UCJGOLB

ViJI o dlcpoccd cf ci very LOVJ P.1IGEG.
fon OnforcJOp Loiv Gkcoo

cxd Fcnoy Qlipporo,
wo

aro hczdzusrtsro'-th- o

best esd
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onown In cur Chso DepertxtOR.

OIVE UD A CALL
Now Linejof Kid Gloves

FOR EARLY FALL TRADE.

Just Hecoived

if

LAS VEGAS DAILY

OPTIC JUL

from tomorrow, and this afternoon, bought a tract of ground near Inde
COMMENTS.
after their labors for the day are con pendence, Mo., where they will open
e5,
cluded, they will go out to Raynolds a quarry and establish a rock crushTRACK AND TRAIN
field for practice.
er. The track between Kansas City
Kansas
Fifty girls, glorious
girls,
who attend a university, teach school,
and Topeka is to be raised.
Brakeman McNeil, the Irish Monte
The Santa Fe railroad has filed suit milk the cows, but have a good time
Ensiaeer Gray, wlw Has been rustl
.
-- m,
catlne for several weeks past waiting Christo, after thoroughly enjoying against Crawford county, Kans., to just the same, are in the harvest
on
himself
recover
for
the
of
fields
several
list
dollars
to
several
Salina
taxes
thousand
the
Bare
to
layoff
helping
upon
that
be
pass
for the power
his case, has his name on the board days past, has once more announced which it paid under protest, alleging wheat, where men enough cannot be
his intention of grasping a brake club the tax levy to be one mill higher found. Kansas women have been
with the duty plug after It.
as a means of earning a livelihood.
sneered at because they played polithan statutes allow.
tics so long and smashed things, but
Conductors Burke and Sharum and
Fred
who
has
Fe
let every true American tip his hat
officials
Santa
Kansas
Gaul,
on
off
at
Vegas
City
New Mexico.
just
resigned
their crews have been pulled
account of slack business, and now as clerk in the office of the general are still busy with the freight which to the Kansas women, who do their
Ana errand rAiin rl nf humDlne will be foreman, left for Santa Fe yesterday, was destroyed in transit during the duty as they see it. El Paso News.
where he will view the many sights recent floods. Since the floods there
instigated.
of interest around the capital, prior has hardly been a day that W. J.
Where Science is Helpless.
his
Dr.
I. N. Love was an expert In the
to
for
the
Santa
auditor
Minturn,
of
Colo.,
departure
mo
Healey,
freight
the
Fireman Groh has tired of
where he has accepted a position un Fe, has not been out on the line look- science of prolonging life. On his dethe
hands
upon
the
of
notony
seeing
E. E. Chrystler, former round ing after this part of the work. Many parture for Europe recently he gave a
steam guaee do their Hoochy Coochy der
house
foreman here.
cars of freight were standing in the statement to the Evening World ex
for
dance, so is laying oft to rest up
Kansas city yards at the time of the plaining how a man of middle age
a short period.
William Crook of the firm of Orman flood and were almost totally destroy- should live to avoid disease, especial
&
Co.,
N. M.
& Crook, who are building the cut-of- f
ed, while others received only slight ly appoplexy. Yesterday, as his ship
addition is being made
A three-stal- l
for the El Paso & Southwestern be- damages. All of this freight had to came up the bay, he dropped dead
to the roundhouse at Alamogordo to
tween Forest and Naco, was in El be gone over and that which It was from an apoplectic stroke at the age
furnish room for engines that are
Paso on his way from Pueblo to Naco. thought would be accepted was taken of 55.
i
needed to handle the growing business
Mr. Crook says that the work on the to Emporia for distribution.
Dr. Love had been apparently In
Some
of the company.
cut-of- f
is progressing very nicely, ex freight which was not totally destroy. good health, and no doubt he had folthat
cept
they have considerable trou ed was distributed at that point and lowed his own rules conscientiously,
Phoenix
of
the
At a recent meeting
ble in getting enough men.
what was refused was sent back to Only the day before his death he said
board of trade it was voted to apKansas City for storage. Some freight to a friend that ho believed he would
with
the
confer
to
I
point a committee
to be distributed, however, live to be a hundred years uld. But
Pulaski
remains
master
of
mechanic
Leeds,
THE LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.
railroads concerning the erection of
& Nashville
Is
Flornow
the
and
this
at
the
Louisville
man
inexorable
rule
handled
is
''a
that
being
railroad,
And the Only delusive Dry Goods Store.
a union depot in that city.
was shot and dangerously wounded ence. The Santa Fe now has about no stronger than his arteries" overG. B. Werner, a former employe twenty-fivmen at that point looking rode his medical maxims.
Round House Foreman Jones is ex by
Of course, life can be prolonged by
of the road. Werner, after shooting after this part of the work.
these
times
some
busy
periencing
Clid-Sum- mer
Mr.
and It Is open to any one
himself.
shot
Leeds,
prudence,
Wer
fatally
days trying to supply a sufficient quan ner had
to
if
Love
that
Dr.
had
been
less
Fireman
been
was practicing
say
recently
discharged, and
Tingley
tity of steam to keep the fast freight it is
rifle careful he would have died Booner.
supposed he was wrought up over target shooting with a
and passenger service moving.
some alleged grievance.
at Lamy the other day and is now Still, there are some fates that are
sorry that he ever aspired to become relentless, and In their presence the
an
such
off
to
Business has slacked
Fred Elision, who has been perform a marksman. He became tired of highest skill has to confess itself helpextent that the company has found it
ing the duties of painter at the round shooting at inanimate targets, so se less. New York World.
necessary to reduce the number of house
for some months past, has tired lected a
burro which
train crews who have been employed
of the grief and turmoil of a painter's was grazing upon a distant hillside,
Time to Shoot.
here for many months past
The affair at Evansvillo is deplorlife and so has handed in his resig and thinking that the aforesaid burro
V
to take effect, at once. He was too far away to get hit, blazed able, but the people of Indiana canBoilermaker Matthews and Helper nation,
is succeeded by Jack Cordon, who away at his living target. The first not afford to mistake the character
to
were
sent
Wagup
Billy McCaddon
of
to
or
has
occurrence
the
on
been
to
the
failed
locate
and
road
shot
the
for
target,
any
reacji
brakeing
on Mound today to do some necessary
several months past, but who has the burro grazed on as though noth blame where it does not belong.
work on the boilers of the sheep dipIn tho first place, the negro who i! 1 ADIES' LAWN
tired of that strenuous life and seeks ing had happened, but the next shot
ping plant, which is situated up there. a less
dangerous way of earning a liv- struck the New Mexico nightingale was the original source of trouble Is
behind the foreleg and penetrated the eliminated from the affair. He has
Fireman Jessoy, who has been lay- ing.
been removed from the city. Tho only
It
to
the
heart,
sending
happy
hunting
ing several days viewing the sights
A great development in secret or ground for burros, much to the sur apparent motive of the rimers was to
of the city, has once more announced
32-i- n
15c
ders
is on at Dalhart, Tex. With a prise of Ward McAlJister Tingley. make trouble In order to give vent to
of
his intention of assuming charge
their
lawless
an
It
was
The
of
at
That
the
or
feelings.
2,000,
comprises
population
prologue.
nearly every
the scoop on the mountain moguls.
der is represented with a membership first and last act is made up entirely tack on the militia, who were simply
that is
A. F. & of the angry claims of the owner of guarding the Jail.
Fireman Elmes, who handles the A. M. truly amazing. The
The behavior of the militia cannot
has some fifty live, wide awake the burro, who appeared on the scene
is
the
on
north
end,
festive scoop
be
The fact
and
demanded
members.
The
an
exhorbitant
Railroad
reasonably criticised.
Conductors,
marked up on the sick list here and
v
price for the life of his animal. that they stood
patiently at their 4 SIXTH STREET
LAS VEGAS
will not return to his own fireside thirtyifive; Bro(thorhood .Locomotive
or pushed back the mob, with
thirty-five- ;
case
the
posts,
Brotherhood
Engineers,
finally
Tingley
compromised
until after the doctor has got through
Trainmen, forty; Brotherhood Rail by paying $9 and is now a sadder, but out physical injury to any one, from
looking at his tongue.
road Clerks, forty; Woodmen of the wiser man, and hereafter when he 7 o'clock in the morning until 11
forty-eighCarpenters', un- practices shooting he will select a o'clock at night, and then fired only
Brakeman Sherer, the southern gen- World,
after one of their number had been
ion thirty; Macabees, thirty; I. O. O. target that does not cost so much,
for
IP-T-OP
a
enjoywho
has
tleman
facility
struck down with a stone, and a retwenty-five- ;
K.
F.,
P.,
orgarecently
ing himself no matter where he may nized, one hundred and twenty-five- .
Kino of All BIum.
Great as has been the extension of volver had been fired, conclusively
be, has reported himself for duty carthe Rock Island system in the last two proves their patience and forbearance.
- off
rying chains, after several days
Homm Mute anil Union Mae.
However much ouo may deplore the
Passenger traffic on all the Chicago years, It has by no means reached
with
Manufactured
society.
F.
.
.
associating
.
by SCHCTLF,
roads for the past throa days wa tlie lis Jisiiil. Plans have, beu already
Interwere
The
rioters
not
be
to
being
for
further
seaextensions,
of
for
heaviest
adopted
Fourth
any
July
artFireman Graham, the baseball
1 1 1
IMH MM'I4
son in the history of the roads. It completed within two years, which fered with in any way. They went
deliberist, was stricken with a bad case of left all
mile- out to make trouble.
to
the
They
will
add
for
very
similar
materially
records
previous
laid
is
and
offiCharley horse last trip
away In the rear. It was with age of the whole. Among the acces- ately and wantonly assailed tho
X up for a short period until the doctor periods
and if their efforts had resulted
cers,
are
the
decided
sions
following;
upon
that
the
enough
difficulty
greatest
WM, CURTIS BAILEY, MANAGER.
has an opportunity of examining his
In addition to the recent purchase fatally they would have been guilty of
equipment could be obtained to propulse and passing upon his case.
and
murder,
and
They
Houston
morally
legally.
MEALS SECOND TO NONE IN THE CITY
vide accommodation for those desir- of a half interest in the
to take an outing on the occasion. Texas Central, an interest in Houston, are guilty. The blood that was shed
ing
&
Arizona
of
the
The bridge gang
General passenger traffic also is un- East and West Texas, Houston and is on their hands, and not on the
New Mexico railway Is at work on
men who acted In self dofense.
usually heavy at present and promises Shreveport, and San Antonio & AranAMERICAN PLAN.
FIRHT CLAHH BERVICB.
the company's roundhouse at Lords-bur- to continue so
And yet it Is reported that "there
of
sas
is
The
certain.
Pass
position
Indefinitely. The roads
We
mako
Itates
to
and Families seeking Room
rsrtios
Special
remodeling it in order that the are now
Single
militia."
is
the
bitter
in
feeling against
moving more people and de- the 'Frisco and Rock Island lines
run Board
broad guage engines of the company
were simply performing
esthese
lines
Why?
of
Texas
makes
They
either
revenue
more
from
that
branch
riving
LAS VEOAS,
NEW MEXICO.
may be housed there when off duty.
of their service than ever before In sential or else the building of lines their official duty, and there probably
to parallel them. Parallel construc- was not one of them who did not wish
their
history.
Engineer Fred Kammer, who has
tion Is the last thing that the Rock that he did not have it to perform.
teen doing duty on the mountain In
Indianapolis Sentinel.
Dr. N. H. Morrison, chief surgeon Island proposes.
place of Engineer Sam Smith for gome for the Santa Fe west of Albuquerque,
Frisco and Rock Island trains will
time past, has returned to the city and fs
Sheriff Saved the Day.
va run from Memphis to New Orleans
preparing to take a
will do duty on the main line for cation.
and from a point south of Memphis
Dr.
Ople Read, the novelist, was telling
his
wife,
Accompanied by
for
awhile, as Smith has reported
Morrison will leave San Francisco across country to Houston and Ga.lves-to- of his experience as a journalist In
duty.
In this territory, also, the sys- Kentucky some years ago.
July 16 for Honolulu, and will make
"There was a good deal of news,"
a tour of the Hawaiian islands. He tem will avoid parallelling existing
Mill and Mining Machinery bnilt and repaired,
Machine work
Engineer Cook, who while waiting expects to be absent five weeks and or projected lines. The routes will be said, "such as shootings and knifpromptly done. All kinds of Outing made. Agent for Chandler
has been doing duty
for
& Taylor Oo.'s Engines, Hoilers and Saw Mills, Webster and Union
be obtained, but in the obtaining of ings, but this news was not regarded
possibly two months.
Gasoline Engines and Hoisters, Pumping Jacks.
at the insane asylum, has bis name The Santa Fe is preparing to
Iiest power for
them neither their future nor the fu- as Important, and little attention was
on the board once more with the layPamping and Irrigating pnrposes. No smoke, no danger. Also the
last its tracks from Marceline to To ture of the lines of the Missouri Pa- paid to it. I remember once when a
Ideal and Sampson Windmills and Towers. Call and see ns.
off plug after It. He will be ready
peka. The contract has been award cific or Iron Mountain will be endan- local feud broke out afresh, when
for duty as soon as he Is relieved at ed to B.
members of the opposing sides met
,
Lantry'a Sons, who have gered.
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SOFT COAL
Anthracite Coal, Charooal and
Weed.

HAY and GRAIN
:

Try our Sunday Dinners.

"

aed Natioaal.
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Fire Proof, E lootrio Lighted.
Steam Heated. Centrally Located.
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Special at
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SHIRTWAISTS,
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Clearing Sale

u

Samples Now On Display

Home Phone 140.

.

I
I

during

Geo. T. HillJ

e

"
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Youra Truly,
ALFRED PEATS A CO.
Prin Wall Paper.

Tucumcari,

LEVY
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will have In Las Vega

ano Albuquerque,

Richards

are the only

T the present eeasen.

WOOL, HIDES AAD PELTS A SPECIALTY

Gross
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o'dyi:::s,

Tmrmlflk mn

'Phone 66

Unvln,
Las Vugus
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WALL PAPER

LAS VEGAS IRON WORKS

well-earne- d

n.

A

large and elegant line
of the very latest designs just in
lit see

Foundry end r.1eoMno Chop.

R. P.

re-b-

ana

.

the asylum.

at the county seat
"There were hot words, a blow was
struck and weapons were drawn, when
the sheriff interfered. Ho loudly announced that he would not tolerate
any violence, ordered the parties to
separate, and whoa his orders wero

Walter Horn, ticket clerk for the
Santa Fe at Albuquerque, N. M Is
irlsittog friends in Topeka for a few
days. Mr. Horn was formerly night
ticket clerk in the Topeka Santa Fe
ticket office, but left there last spring
for Albuquerque.

'

I

4

Brakeman Colleton, who has been
laying off enjoying the beautiful sunshine and incidentally taking the examination for conductor, has tired of
Idleness and reported himself for duty
decks of the
upon the wind-swemighty box car.
George Bloom, who comes from
Newcastle, Fa., to Topeka, as principal assistant engineer of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Taciflc, has been divis
ion engineer of maintenance of way
of the Baltimore & Ohio.

Fireman Graham has been elected
is busily
captain of the Decapods and
....
engaged in siuuyiiis uui nweiiu
changes which he Intends to make In
tthe make-u- p of the team. He Is an
old, experienced player, and It Is safe
to predict that he will soon have the
team playing championship ball
1

The baseball team composed of cm
ployes at the roundhouse have changed
the name of their team from the Mo
guls to the Decapods. They are prac
ticing every day" In preparation for
their game with the All Stars a week

uuLmmuruLtu

and

OU1LDERG
OFFIOEi

Oor National SU

and Qrand Avoif

Vcsas Phono, 100.

not obeyed ho began shooting.
"I forget whether he killed eight or
nine, but I know that in describing
the Incident in my paper I commended
tho sheriff for his prompt action and
tiravery and added tho paragraph:
"There is no doubt but for the prompt
action of the sheriff there would have
been bloodshed.'" New York World.
In the Evansvillo riot cases there
was the usual mortality among tho
"Innocent bystanders." Tho place for
the
citizens during a riot
Is at home, for those who tamper with
fire invariably get burned. Colorado
Springs Gazette.
g
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Painter
Paper Hanger.
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you intend to take a trip this
Season
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In othor words
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Trunks

We Sell Them.
Good-For-
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Vodiccs

See our
Window
Display

Good Clothes

Well Kept.

Prices the Same as in New York City.
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Winsome Ladies Affect the thin
White Gown in these Siz-

zling Days.

Entered at the potojfifit at Lot Vrgm
$fC.ond-c!- a
matter.

Rate of Subscription.
Daily, prr week, bjearrler
Dally, pr month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail....
Dally, three month, l mall
Dally, kl month, by mall.....
Dally, one year, by mall........
Weekly Optic per Tear.
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. 7 60
. 8.00

should report to the countln-rwon Kit
any lrrt'niarliy or Inattention
In MiedellTery of lae Optic.
of
part carrierscan
News-dealTlie Opthj deli vered
bae
the
to their depot In any part of the city by
uao be made
carrier. Orders or complaint
by telephone, postal, or In uorwra. .,
Newa-dealc- ni

Jlainty lluluioiiK Material the
Kage White Jtutclier' linen
I'oittilur.

ELABORATE
Tbe Optic will not, under any clrcao.-Urice- a,
Co
responsible for tbe return or CLa
So
aafe keeping1 of any rejected uianuacrtpl. rube made to thia rule, wilt)
eirepilon will letlera
Kill
or
encloaurea.
No
Sard to either
couciSrn-tusj
enter Into eorreapundence
rejected manmmrlpt.

SATUIUUY

EVENING. JULY 11,

'Silent contempt la the only answer a gentleman should malto to a
fool."
s
With 30,10 visiting
in town Boston wears Its culture for
an every iay garment.
school-teacher-

Gov, Durbin of Indiana seems to
ho of full regulation standard for governor of a great state.

Gen. Cassius M. Clay, full of fight
ninety-three- ,
shows that the "strenuous-" people are not all young,

at

Sir Tboroas Llpton now says he
will win "three straight, barring accidents." The probable name of the
arcldents U Reliance.
Vast wealth awaits the genius who
can invent a cooling drink which
really cools and the wit who can devise an adequate yet unblasjihemous
retort for the query, "la It hot enough
for you?"
The pope's farewell
to Cardinal
Rampolla, "Farewell, most faithful of
sons," would seem to ludlcate that
"the Man of Silence." as ho is known
in Home. Is the one upon whom Leo
of the papacy' descend.
A Yankee

fleet In Portsmouth har
bor, where foreign floet never
rode; a French ruler in England's cap
ital for the first time. Westminster
Abbey must fairly rustle with the
sound of ancient heroes turning over
in their (craves
e

Drink water and get typhoid. Drink
milk and get tuberculosis.
Drink
Eat
whiskey and got the jlmjams.
soup and get Ilrlght's disease. Eat
meat and encourage apoplexy.
Eat
oysters and acquire taxlma. Eat, veg
Halites and weaken the 'system. Eat
dessert and take to paresis. Smoke !
gar and gpt catarrh. Drink coffee
and obtain nervous prostration. Drink
wine and get the gout. In order to be
should
eat
perfectly healthy one
nothing, drink nothing, smoke nothing, end even before breathing one
sbottM sea that the air is properly

DECORATIONS,

NEW YORK, July 11. As if contin
uing the eccentricities of May and
June, July is furnishing some slating
fashions being
Accordingly
days
largely determined by the weather,
many delightful thin frocks are being
worn.
It may sent like repeating an oft- told story, but there is nothing so
smart as the white gown. Ii Is seen
everywhere, whether one goes to the
seashore, country, scales the mountain
or dips the briny hue sea.
The light weight, wool fabrics have
entirely given away to washable dresses, or dresses of washable materials.
There Is a vast difference, you know,
for even frocks of calico can be made
too elaborate to ever cuter upon terms
of intimacy with the laundry woman.
Hemstitched effects are probably in
the lead for popular favor because
in themselves they are elaborate and
not neceBoarlly expensive.
A hemstitched lawn costing fifteen
cents a yard can be daiutlly designed
with Imitation of Valeneeinnes,
The
skirt of a strikingly pretty model has
a yoke over the hips which extends
Into a wide box plait down the center of the front and graduated to a
flare over the feet. To be comme
faut all dresses must bo long and
It Is almost impossible to
trailing.
gain the sweeping graceful lines unless they are. Then wlih a plethora
of cleansing fluids on I ho market It Is
pillile to keen them "immctilnte
rr-kjaraasrmsm"'
From the box plait on the skirt
comes the deep flounce above which
are rows and rows of shirring which
make It very full, with a long sweep
In tbe back. This same Idea Is carried
out on the bodice, for It has the yoke
and box plait in the back graduated,
coming down to a deep ribbon girdle
which slopes to a point In front where
It Is very fulln and loose, being shirred, acres the top of the front from
11

-

the

yoke.

The sleeves have rows and rows of
shirring on their upper part, from
which they full very full and loose,
caught Into cuffs at the wrist. The
neck is finished with a transparent
slock of lace supported by
whalebone and fluffed at the
back with chiffon ebon.
Women who object to the wetting of
their laces will bo Interested to know
that simple French chalk powdered
and mixed with an equal quantity of
magnesia cleans nicely. It Is a long
sterilized.
v
time since so few black and white
What Is "vitality" as It exists In the effects were worn as this year. The
human being? Why are some persons rage seems to be for all of a kind.
able to "fight off death" for days
when his,, clutch U upon them, when
others would succumb? This question Is newly raised by the extraordinary resistance which the pope
has made to an attack which his physicians recognised as fatal some days
ago, Dr. Mazr.onl explained It yesterday in saying of his illustrious patient that "be enjoys the absolute harmony of all his organs and of his physical, moral and Intellectual qualities."
This may not satisfy layman, but It
is perhaps the best the doctors can do,
.

Something that would Jo for second
mourning, however, is composed of
ginghams with a deep yoke formed of
bands of linen and fagoted together
with mixture. Tbe yoke comes down
very low over the shoulders, with a
curved design here and there over It.
This also forms the upper part of the
sleeves, which are full below the elbow and gathered Into cuffs of the
fagotted linen bands. The bodice
blouses quite full over a Maria Antoinette girdle of black peau de sole.
Completing the costume Is a' fine
French chip with short, wide crown
and spreading brim trimmed with
black tulle and black and white mar-

guerites.
A pretty white organdie which may
be duplicated In any other color and
diaphanous material shows a unique
arrangement of lace darned with pale
The lace forms the
pink carnations.
upper part of the skirt in a deep yoke
and extends in panels down the front,
bitck and sides of the skirt in four
strips. The carnations are delicately
woven Into making a rich and beau-

face, with black velvet over the flat
crown and pink roses where It turns

MIIIIIIIIIIIII,MIIIIIIIIDI,,MMMt,lllllllllltlllMIMIIIIIiilttMtMtWtM

throat.
"The" Tatesr Innovat Ion in tnr Tints ftf
silks Is a dead white pongee. The
shade one might call it, thus, for
there Is really color to It Is trying
and unless one has a perfect complex-IoIt casts a dismal bluish tint over
the already
--

n

freckled-and-tnnne-

of the summer woman.

It makes up dlllelously, however.
There are three lace medallions over
tbe back of the model under discussion and two In front, with a rounded
yoke of white lace In the back, which
comes down to the center of the front
with tiny white silk revores.
The
rest of Iho bodice Is in tiny tucks, i
are also the upper part of the sleeves
to a littlo below the elbow from
whence comes a very full undersleeve
caught Into cuffs of lace.
The skirt Is rather plain, fitting
closely over tho hips with two wide
bands of lace an equal distance apart,
running around the skirt vertically
and falling quite full and long over
tbe feet with a sweeping train at the
back.
Accompanying the toilette Is a big
white straw hat tilting up from the

skirts are
Gradually
coming Into fashion again and no
doubt by fall they will be all the rage.
Nothing is more graceful than a black
plaited voile skirt worn with an embroidered linen shirt waist and smart
hat. All the fashionable materials
likewise lend themselves to this manefner of treatment. The
fects do not permit much ornamentation, but a strip of lace inset around
the bottom or medallions of lace can
be appllqued before the plaiting
is
done.
In Mousttllne there is a pretty new
shade of grey known as mist. To
heighten its effect it is squared with
good sized stripes of a slightly darker
grey. The skirt of a chic
de3lgn has a graduated embroidered
plait running directly down the front
which come three deep tucks below
the hips, then a space, then tucks
again until the spreading flounce Is
reached at the knees.
The bodice carries out the same
Idea and Is trimmed with dainty guipure dyed grey without
a note of
contrasting color.
In the craze for elaborate decoration it is an easy matter to overdo the
ethereal feminine trend of present
modes and the woman who would appear at her best must study the fitness
of her gowns for time and occasion.
MAUDE GItlFFIN.
d

Strength
Durable, in
Cases that

IN

Protect Them.

Will

Style, Finish and

FIRST-CLAS- S
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REPAIRING

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Rev. Charles J. French, rector: The
Right Rev. J. Mills Kendric.lt, bishop
of New Mexico and Arlzoria, will celebrate tho Holy Communion at 7:30 a.
ni.; Sunday school at 0:45; morning
prayer, with sermon by the bishop at
11 a. m.; at, 8 p. in., he will administer
the apostolic rite of confirmation. All
will he heartily welcome at these services.
On Monday evening from 8 to 10
the Rector and Mrs. French will tender the bishop an informal reception
at the rectory, to which the eongrega
tion and their friends are cordially Invited.
BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.t m.J
a.
11:00
m., preaching
Sunday school;
by the pastor, Subject, "Safety in the
Father's Care." 7:00 p. m Y. P. S. C.
E.; 8:00 p. m., preaching by the pastor. Subject, "he Tears of Jesus."
Frank C. Ward, Pastor.
EAST SIDE CATHOLIC Tomor- frtwf "Tfvpniflfr- nrrn "Tf no serrtee m tii
east side Catholic church Miss Laura
Miller will sing "My Redeemer and
my Lord;" Chev. Pielro Buzzl and
Prof, nialr will render the "O Salu
beautiful
The
Millard's,
taris,"
"Come Holy Spirit," and Rossi's Tan
turn Ergo in F-- will Ihen be interpret
ed by the aforesaid singers and Mrs.
A. Gillies, soprano.
The service will
close with the taudate Dominum.
Services In the east side Catholic
church on Sundays: First mass at 7
a. m.; second mass at 10 a. m.; and
benediction of the Blessed Sacrament
at 7;.10 p. m.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Uev. Norman
Skinner,
pastor
morning worship at 11 o'clock. The
pastor will speak on tho recent Gen
eral Assembly at Los Angeles; no
evening worship till announced; Sun
day school at 9:45 a. m.; Christian
Endeavor at 7 p. m. A cordial welcome Is extended to the public.
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F. GEHRING
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Meal
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Quick
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Refrigerators

Full Assortment Fishing Tackle
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a go

is delicious on every kind
of salad.
Hot or Cold
Meat, Fowl, Eggs and
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wiili Comfort.
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DRUGGIST

WHEAT.

U. S. Mail

If you want to gain flesh and feel
Maebeth
well drink
water; pare,
sparkling, refreshing, medicinal; delivered where you want It by Peter
18S-t- f

PHtlnger has Just received a fine
assortment of picture frame mouldings and mats; also the latest patterns
wall

Santa Rosa

paper.

620

awa.

Your accounts cannot well get in a
tanjrle if your money is deposited with
and all payments made through this

bank.

It is our business to take care of
your business the banking part of it
- and wo do it with the accuracy that
comes from experience.
The bank's past history is a guarantee for the future.
Deposits of II and upwards received.
Plaza Trust
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is the smoothest, richest
and tastiest, most relishing combination of pure
ingredients. None so
good, it never gets ran- rancid.
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tiful effect. Between the panels of lace
the organdie Is accordion plaited and
appllqued at the bottom with dep
pointed medallions of lace that forms
the yoke.
The bodice carries out the same
Idea, but with modifications. The
between
a
yoke is a compromise
square and round effect and extend?
low over the shoulders In pointed
effect to form the tops of the sleeves.
It extends down the front of the bod-IcIn two narrow panels between
which Is sandwiched the vest of organdie snipped with tiny bands of
lace Insertion. The sleeves are of the
carnation embroidered lace.
Somewhat severe, but of the elite,
Is a tailor gown of white butcher's
linen. The skirt, has a pointed hip
yoke set over graduated box plaits
that extend all around the figure. The
bottom of the plaits Is decorated with
Intersecting circles of fancy white
braid buttoned onto the linen with tiny
carved pearl butons. The idea Is now
and promises to become popular, for
the trimlng can be so easily removed
In ease of an emergency.
The bodice is also laid In box plaits
and has a pointed yoke. Instead of
being composed entirely of lace, however, (he yoke is made up of Irregular
bands of the lace alternated with
strips of fine white Suisse, tucked diagonally. The collar is very low and
slashed at the center of the front just
enough to reveal the outline of the

Fifty Yearo the Standard

THE LATEST IN DISCOVERIES.
In spite of the fact that the world
lias not yet digested all the recent discoveries of the scientists, ths- lettw
keep forging ahead In search of new
marvels. The latest discovery is not
yet done to a turn, but It suggests
Immense possibilities. A Yale professor and one of the instructors have
been working along lines suggested by
Prof. Thompon, of Cambridge, England. Prof. Thomson has found
In water taken from a depth
but not In surface water. The workers at Yale, after experiments twice
performed for certainty's sake, have
found
in the surface
water of Lake Whitney, a city reservoir. The proces Is to boll off the
surface water used, condense the
steam and run It Into an apparatus
can be
by which the
measured upon an electroscope If
further experiments prove successful
it may be that water will ultimately
furnish a new commercial suply of energy and power, which may In time
take the place of coal and of electric-
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A. W.
ton, N.
Carlos
the city

Thompson is here from ClayM.

'

I

Rivera of La Garita was in
today.

Juan Jose Perlco visited the city
day from Mora. :
L. M. Parke is down from his fair
Glenmora ranch.
to-

,

Hon. T. B. Catron is here from Santa Fe on legal business.
Tom Breen was In the city today
from the vicinity of Mineral Hill.
C. B. Chroniger Is registered at the
Central hoteLfrom Washington, D. C.
P.
Zimmerman, claim agent for
the Santa Fe went south this

after-noon.)- iI

.'

.7,

1

Don Eugenio Romero returned last
evening fronTa tripta-- Santa Fe and
f
vicinity.
Simon Garcia was In ttie city today
from Trementina, as wae also Vidal
Trujillo.
Ben Weiller came up from Albu
querque this afternoon, on business.

have been visiting relatives in Tope
PRESS COMMENTS.
ka for some time past.
F. J. Pullen, Denver; Max Colter,
Like a Gold Brick.
Cincinnati; Henry Baswitz, San Francisco; S. B. P. Leport, New York, are That Pike's peak scheme to draw
among the late arrivals at the Casta-neda- . electricity from the clouds to light
and propel the world, gives an idea
L. B. Hanna, the popular and well of the dullness in the market for gold
known east end conductor, left today bricks. Telluride Journal.
for Galesburg, Ills., called there by
Day's Retirement
the death of his brother's child. He
Colonel Day, the rantakerous editor
will probably be absent about fifteen
of the Durango Democrat, announces
days.
Mrs. Jas. Arnot arrived' from Albu that he will soon permanently retire
querque this afternoon bringing the from San Juan journalism. We shall
winsome little girl, who claims the miss the colonel. For many years his
Duke City as her birth place. George caustic paragraphs have burned his
Arnot's little girl, Eugenie, accom- enemies and pleased the reader who
But times are
was not scorched.
panied her aunt.
The
whoopla
spirit Is fadchanging.
and
Tito
son, Harvey's
Mrs. J. J.
and wicked
in
the
wealthy
ing
away
ranch; H. E. WarJwell, Indianapolis;
our friend must fada with
R. C. Paston, E. E. Paston, Corydon, west, and
it. Now and then we may hear a faint
la.; F. Lampert, John Furth, Mineral

strictly.
M. Nandey, Denver;

L. M. Kell, Le

Roy, Kans., are stopping at .he Raw
lins house.
Dr. J. H. Henry of Albuquerque was
a Denver bound passenger. He goes
to tpend the summer.
Simon Garcia y Salaz, a prominent
cattleman of Trementina, was in the
city today on business.
Geo, H. Hunker, the hustling young
attorney, returned today from a short
business trip to Trinidad.
Gertrude Bayless, Columbia, Mo.; C
Lambert, wife and son, Homer, arj
on the register at La Pension.
Placido Sandoval, one of the old
timers in these parts, was in the city
today from his ranch at El Porvenir
Prof. Winslow, who is spending several weeks in the city, yesterday was
notified of his election as principal
Capt. J. C. Lea of Roswell and his
Mrs. Wildy Jones,
daughter-in-law- ,
were home bound passengers this af
ternoon.
Percy Vaase, son of Mrs. M. Vaase
of this city, accompanied by his fam
ily, are here from Moberly, Mo., on
a visit to his mother.
Miss Nellie McCanna left today for
East Saginaw, Mich., she was accom
panied as far as Parsons, Kans., by
Miss Francis Helfrlch. f
Mrs. J. H. Oliphant, wife of an Albuquerque merchant, went south, home
ward bound, after a pleasant visit to

friends

eastern cities..
,
A. J. Bishop, a Santa Fe telegraph
operator at Santa Fe, was a passenger
through the city yesterday, bound for
home after a visit to Chicago.
Mrs. Alphonse Fleischer, wife of an
Albuquerque real estate man, passed
through the city yesterday bound fo:
Grand Rapids, Mich., to visit her pa
rents.

Hill.; E. W. Cunningham, Emporia,
Kansas, are at the Eldorado.
R. E. Fellow, former manager of the
Albuquerque Harvey house and now
holding a corresponding position at
Ash Fork, and his beautiful wife passed through the city yesterday on their
way to Chicago to visit relatives.
F. Anderson, Kansas City; K. Ta- kensa and wife, Pueblo; J. H. Cole
and wife, Mrs. McLennon, Detroit;
Walter O'Brien, Maxwell City; R. P.
Scholy, St. Loui3; E. D. Woodbury,
Watrous are registered at the New
Optic.
Arthur C. Potter, the well and fa,
vorably known Santa Fe baggageman,
and his amiable wife, formerly Miss
Alice Koeble of this city, who have
been back to old Missouri on a visit,
are here on their return to Albuquerque and will spend a few days visiting
Mrs. Potter's parents ere continuing
their journey to the Duke City.
Wanted Situation
by Japanese.
First class waiter for restaurant, hotel or boarding house, address New
Optic, Room

2.

Mrs. S. Poole Wright has bought
Malboeuf and will con
at the old stand. Will
present stock for 50
dollar from now until
Sept. 1st, before buying new stock.

out Mrs. Wm.
tinue business
close out the
cents on the

Henry & Sundt are busy builders.
With their planing mill and iron cornice shop, both, they are fully equipped to handle work of all kinds.
Dine at Duvall's Sunday

for

satisfaction.

' often
The amateur picture-takegets effects that are surprisingly good
but are obscured by poor developr

ment. Hero the services of the expert
are appreciated. Some late work at
Waite's Sixth street studio shows the
force of this reflection.

Wanted A young man; must be
Dr. W. D. Radcliffo of Belen and quick, active and a rustler. Apply to
his bonny bride, who until a few days Las Vega-- i Steam Laundry, Sunday
ago was Miss Emma Haack of Milwau morning.
kee, Wis., passed through the city on WANTED AGENTS For
"Life and
their way 60Uth.
Work of Pope Leo XIII." $10 to
Mrs. J. P. Geyer, Mrs. S. C. Long,
$20 per day easily made.
Largest
Miss Esther Geyer, Ruby Sch'ott, May
Newest and Best Book Official enSchlott, Calvin Donahue and Hurry
Retail
dorsementsLowest
Price,
Oakes spent yesterday picuiclng in
$2.00. Highest commission or salary.
Hi t Springs canyon.
Outfit free Order today. Imperial
J. E. Pauley, expert piano tuner,
Publishing Co., Catholic Book Dept.
who is in the employ of the Wkitson
Ilia.
Chicago,
Music company of Albuquerque, is
in the city attending to matters of
Board $5 per week; meals 35 cents,
business for his firm.
at Mrs. Annie Lembertson's Bridge
C. J. Boyd,
of the Santa
t
st.
Fe, left this morning for a drive up
the canyon, and it is understood that FOR SALE, CHEAP
house,
he is in search of a ranch which will
witn Data, cellar, barn. Best loca
on
avenue.
Columbia
tion;
Inquire
fulfill his requirements.
of or address, S. T. Kline, 320 Na
Mrs. Phil Doll, the accomplished
t
tional avenue.
wife of the Sixth street jeweler and
curio dealer, returned on the flyer
Those wishing to get the best pho
this morning from an extended pleas tographs for the least money for the
ure trip to California points.
next six months, go to Ragan's studio,
B. I. Schulter, the well known trav
claims
Colorado
eling man,, who
was
Springs as his hiding -- place
Perry Onion pays cash and good
among the passengers from the south,
tor household goods. Monte
prices
who arrived this afternoon,
Carlo Hall. Colo. Phone No. 271. 143-t- f
of one of the schools In Kansas City.
H. S. Haskell, the urbane and hand
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
some tracer clerk at the Santa Fe .de rooms with bath and eioSrltf? llaht:
pot will leave in a. few days to spend convenient to both towigj! Call at
a well earned vacation In the east.
1015 Dougles avenue.
3 J88-t- f
George L. Berault was In ths city
He was
today from Hot Springs.
The Las Vegas Light.
Fuel Co..
wearing a brand new suit of overalls are now prepire to furnish Willow
which he was wetting down by stand- Creek coal at 91.50 por toa c"e!:vered.
127-t- f
ing out In the shower this afternoon. or $3.90 by the cur
J. B. Maes, Puertoclto; Juan Sala-xar- ,
Why Take Linen to Chinamen?
Tecolote; Antonio Gonzales, Rocl-adwere In the city today with va- The Imperial laundry of Albuquerque
s
work.
Their
rious commodities, which they ex- guarantees
Is
at
here
the Montezuma Baragency
changed for the necessaries of life.
ber Shop, CHAS COLBY.
Gregorlo Garcia and Rosendo
were in the city today from the
Wanted Immediately Bridge
car
vicinity of Chaperlto for the purpose
of calling on the merchants and secur- penters and tie makers; also men to
ing a supply of the necessaries of hew ties and bridge timbers; good
wages. American Lumber Co., Thop
life.
N. M.,
Al Haas, the diplomat, representing an,
Glasner ft Barzen of Kansas City,
Ragan has the finest line of card
s
and who sells nothing but
mounts ever brought to the city.
In
was
the city today calling
whiskey,
on the trade, but left for the south
If you wish to borrow money It will
this afternoon.
pay you to investigate the plan of
InVincent Truder, the well known the Aetna Building association.
129-t- f
proprietor of the Annex saloon on quire of Geo. H. Hunker. Sec.
Railroad avenue returned this afternoon from a short trip to Topeka
For the most beautiful rooms In the
and Kansas City. He was accompansouthwest, go to La Pension In the
166-tied home by his wife and son who Coori block.

street. L. V. "Phone

will hereafter dwell In peace away
from the scenes of his tribulations,
but nevermore will his Btrenuous jour
nalism disturb the Durango "woodpecker" in his lair or excite a touch
of high life along the peaceful Ani
maa May the colonel find that con
tentment in simple pastoral pursuits
that was denied him as a moulder of
public sentimen. Silverton Standard.
Unavoidable Delay.
Colonel Mills, superintendent of lh?
West Point academy, has a reputation
for sternness even among nrmy mw.
Years ago, when he first took com
mand of the post at Buffalo, he found
that station extremely lax in discip
line and it was no secret among his
friends that be proposed to work some
reforms. Shortly after his installation
he was one day annoyed by the re
ceipt of a telegram from a subordinate
off on a furlough, which read: "Will
not report today, as expected, account
unavoidable circumstances."
The tone of the message was not
at all to Col. Mills' miud, and he wired
at once in reply: "Report as expected
or give reasons."
r.
Within an hour the following mes
sage came over tho wires from a Tios
pital in New York:
"Train off, can't ride; legs, off,
can't walk. Will not report unless
you iuslst."
The colonel did not insist. Omaha
Bee.

THURSDAY

1

New Duncan

t

Building
Next to the Postofflce.

rt

first-clas-

Gar-dun- a

first-clas-

f.

1.00

Tickets for Ball,....,...
Balcony tickets for specta

T

DEPARTMENT

Restaurant.

N

PAR

Winifred Sullivan

c

able rigs and reliable teams.
For Sale.
Vehicles
Standard
work in buggies, surreys, road
wagons, etc. Bridge street, west
side.

Furniture Co.

Next to Western Union Telegraph
office, Lag Vegas, N. If.

J. H. Stearns, Grocer.

1

Browne

&

HOTOS, VIEW8,
BUTTONS,
developing and finishing for amateurs. Also watch repairing and
music furnshed for bails
and
parties. J. B. Martinez, tent opp.
189-lcity hall.

1

L V. Phone

THE

WOOL,

DEALERS IN
All Kinds
Plows,

AND

FOUND

AT

PELTS
. CENTER STREET.

Native Produce.
IP YOU ARE TO MEET

Harrows, Cultivators,
Mowers

FRIENDS

and Rupert

Ranch Supplies,
Hiy,

i
SAMPLE

Grain and

ANY

AT THE DEPOT

TAKETMEM TO

Gray's Threshing Machine.
Hey, Rakes. Bain Wagons.
Grain and Wool Bags, Bailing Ties. Fence Wire. Etc

DUVAU'S.. .
TORA
GOOD DINNER.

Navao Blankets.

;

Feed.

t1

LINE AMOLE SOAPS.

1

DRIED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

STORK

V

T

'

LAS YEQA3,

KEXf

KZXI30.

CL PASO, TEXAS.

) (o IS ). m.
At other time by appointment.
Succi-ano- r
to I)r, Purrlance,

III

2

CCNTCft STfttCT
..FIRST CLASS WORKMEN
0.UOt00tr, frm).

g

hhimmiiiiiiiummmj
Before PUclaejYour Order
See Ttioee Nobby

Spring Suits

yiaxie

le the Piece'
to select from. . .

Qooo
IS68.

Dr. D. M. Williams.
V
Tha

for

DENTIST V

rrtttut

Vp-to--

modmn sppllsnoa
DanMatry. V V

Bridge St.

Laa Vatfaa.

N. M

Our Work Will Please You
SMOOTH
EDGES
on
COLLARS

V

IN THE CITY

...
of

McCormick's

HOCKS.

i.

HIDES

SERVICE

A. DOvaTTs

OUIEYEIOOK.

I

...AND..,
MOST EXCELLENT

-

OVEIt 8TEAUN8' OUOUBRY

i

I

DINING ROOM

IS

II. W. Uouf,D.O.,

J

U

Manzanares Co i

canocEno .

OSTEOPATHY!

treat all diteaiesi my specialty
Z
thoe of chronic character.
Consultations and examination T
are freei Inquirers are cordially in
IIii
I . ...
9
T viieu to uu omtr,

Plu.

Meata.

WHOLESALE

high-clas-

I

230. Southwtit Cor.

MOST COMMODIOUSS

REPAIR
and
CLEAN, DYE
meo'a clothing and ladies' fine
s
tailorgarments. Also
GUS
ing. Work guaranteed.
HOLMES, next to Ed. Henry's.

Graduate usner the
Founder of the M- ence, Dr. A. T. HUH,
at Klrksvllle. Mo,

I

Meat Market
I

does repairing and cleaning of men's
and ladles' clothing In the most satisfactory manner. Ladles' and gentleman's tailor.

ico.

Rosenthal

I

rSTAR

Lobster

SAN MIGUEL BANK

$2.80 for $3.50 Metal Beds, any size.
$1.80 for $2.25
Woven Wire Bed

Bargains of

I

5

P. CIDD10,

ESTABLISHED

of others.
Life Time.

The 8utton Tripoli atone filter
removea all Impurities from water
and delivers a plentiful aupply. Is
perfectly elmple, Instantly clean-ablSee It working at The Optic
office. For sale by 8. P. Flint.
Prices 92 to SB. Central hotel.

5

Everything exactly as represented.
Now Is your time to secure the greatest bargains ever offered in New Mex-

anj thousands

at

725 Seventh street, and ladies
are invited to call.

20 per cent. Discount for Cash.

boards

Filters

Libby's Elegant Canned Meats
Underwood's Superior Sardines
Deviled Crabs

J

lors have been opened by
Miss

that

For Hot Vcather Luncheon

276-t- f

DRESSMAKING

EW

at

Springs.
$2.00 for $2.50 Gold Medal Folding
Cots.
$6.80 for $3.50 Golden Oak Chef fouler, 5 drawers.
$14.80 for $18.50 Golden Oak Side-- :

and Dealer In all kinds of

i3aW.TKaIa&IBXAT4aSAXBSeA7

The best of material, carefully prepared, nicely and quickly served, by
attentive and sprightly waiters, on at
tractive tables, in cool and comfortable dining room such is Duvall's

For the next 30 days,

FURNITURE

Ccrrice,

Vesona,

A FILTER

Davis & Sydes1
1

OA

(Commencing July 1st, 1903),
We offer every Item In the '

Successor to A. 0. SCHMIDT
Manufacturer ot

AT rOUMTAIH OQVARK

2.i

tors,...

QIC

V

nn:nr Lonsnzzn

Wmmtm Malmrml, and Mmmvjr HartU
wmrm, Omnmrml Blmahmmmttklmti
mm mtHmr mmm
a Bmmalm- lfjr. tmtlmtmtMmm Omarmmft

AT

New Music

New Uniforms

OSTEOPATHIC SURGEON

of the
Furniture Company.
We will shortly remove to the

,

!;
It

Vtoe-PresU- zxt

a. T. HOSXhis, Treasurer
PAID UP CAPITAL, 030,000.00

Benefit
Ball

Vegas Military Band

Las

to tempt the appetite.

Rosenthal

H. IV. KELLY,

J
mr

BENEFIT

Duvall's dinner Sunday will be one

Reraova

President

H. OOKE,

;

Tt"E DEPOSITS.

Watermelons

Band
i Concert

Lost Rubber tire for front wheel
of buggy; finder return to Moore, 625
Douglas avenue and receive reward.

Grand

FRAKX SFttCZH. Vbs-Pre- s.
F, Dm JANUARY, Asst. CmshSsr

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DANK

--

pressed one of the chief characteris
tics of the average American business
man.
A successful American like Senator
Hanna apparently does not know the
meaning of the word retirement. The
habit of forging ahead at a rapid pace
has become fastened on him. Like
an old engine, it is either a caso of
work or tho junk pile. They rust in
idleness and find no amusement in
anything but work. Once in a while
a man breaks down under the strain,
as Mr. Schwab at the head of the
United Slates Steel Corporation, appears to have done. But a retirement
such as Mr. Schwab's Is no retirement
at all. It Is a retreat forced by the
grim spectre of ill health. Likewise
Mr. Carnegie's retirement cannot be
said to be a retirement in fact, as he
is busier today in devising ways and
means to spend his money than he
was in making it. Denver Reupbli-can- .

Mm

CtTSAVE your marnbiambvdenoaltlna them In THE LAS VEQA8 SAVIZ&3 DAXK,
where they will bring you me litoome. '"Every dollar mmved le two moUere immita."

GUAM)

and

:

Surplus, $CO.CZO.CO

July 16

EVENING,

15-t-

-

172-l-

-

DflOB IS

OFFICERS!

OUNNZtOHAM, President
D. T. HOSXI.VS, Osshler
INTEREST PAID ON

Duncan Opera House

68-2-

Six-roo-

174.

J.

Third

902

Willow Grove No. 5 will give an Ice
cream social at their hall on Sixth
st., Wednesday evening.
Everybody
invited. The Woodmen of the World
will dispose of their organ at this
time.

-

Chipeta-on-

dressmaking at

-

Oapltml PaUIn, $100,000.00

Mrs. M. B. Ward Is prepared to do
first-clas- s

JIKL
fflM
OF LAS VEGAS.

fl

Go to Patty's for poultry netting,
window screen, lawn hose and garden
13611
tools.

where the colonel

The Man Who Never Retires.
When Senator Hanna told a reportfull er that he would not retire from business, as he "never retired from any- -

4

In

from

yell of belligerency

Price Much Reduced on Hats.
Dress hats, street hats, outing hats.
all sharply cut in price to sell out for
Ladies furnishings also
the season.
at lower prices.
Misses O'Brien, Bridge St.

SAMTA3Y

FLIOKS

Steam anal
Hot Water
Heating.
ttanaipino PrAmnllv llAna

Lv

A Corner Seventh

fidllta

and

CUFFS

Laundered
by the

COUPON
BOOKS
good for

$5.00

Worth of
WORK
for
$4.60.

Las Vegas STEAM LAUNDRY.

nd DonglM Ave.

BothQPhonea.

Free Delivery.

RUSSell,
Wheleeele

hay,

TAILOR.

Retell Dealea

ciin

In

l':d tzzd

Security Stock snj Pexliry FcJ
Prtanee3ai.
4J9 Naneewnaree Avenue.
drifted Brlek

Idewalka, ever
economical
handsome,
of all klnda ia satire tea
atone. Eatlmatea furnished oa
brick and stone buildings A3
11 work guaranteed. W. W. Wallace, 'Vegas Tbone IS.

'ting,
Work

U

s

6

LAS VEGAS DAILY

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.
WANTED.

Ccrissss Directory.

T7

THE TERRITORY.

THE MEADOW CITY.

Orva keenest, OehH,

ether Dr Oik
thoTekemoHahfl

Brief Resume of the Important
Doings in New Mexico Towns.

WANTED A good cook, colored man
and wife or one strong white woGeorge H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
man, on "ranch twelve miles out.
N.
Office, Veeder block. Las Vegas.
west side
'. tt-t- t
U.
Apply F. O. Kiblberg,
164-t- f
near
Catholic
church.
MINES, FARMS, RANGES, ETC.
George P. Money, Attoroey-At-LaatUnited State
and
MANAGER
WANTED Trustworthy
torney, office in OIney building, Kaat lady or genteman to manage business
Las Vegas. N. M.
A postofflce has been
established
in this county and adjoining territory
for well and favorably known house at Coalora in Lincoln county.
Frank Springer, Attorney-At-LaOffice in Crockett building, East Laa of solid financial
standing. $20.00
Vegas. N. M.
The following homestead entry was
straight cash salary and expenses,
Office paid each MonJay by check direct made at the land office in Santa Fe:
E. V. Long, Attorney-At-Lain Wyman block, East Laa Vegas, from headquarters. Expense money Narclso Lopez of Puerto de Luna
N. M.
postofflce, 160 acres in Leonard Wood
Adadvanced; position permanent,
Of- - dress Thomas Cooper, Manager, 1030 county.
A. A. Jones, Attorney-At-LaCaxton Bldg., Chicago.
flee In Crockett building, East
An Albuquerque paper says
the
Vegas, N. M.
FOR RENT.
main building of the American LumDENTISTS.
ber company's mills cleaves the sky.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
It must be nearly two
stories In
Or. E. L. Hammond, Dsntlst, Sucwith privilege of light housekeeping,
cessor to Dr. Decker, rooms suit No.
height.
at 918 8th St.
Office hours 9 to
7. Crockett block.
12 and 1:30 to 6:00. L. V. 'Phone 239,
The big Alvarado hotel at AlbuFOR
RENT Elegant housekeeping
Colo. 115.
close call the other
rooms; electric light, bath at 628 querque had a
night. A fire originated in the curio
HOTELS.
t
Grand avenue.
rooms, but was extinguished before
Central Hotel, Popular Rates, Clean Two rooms for light housekeeping,
damage was done.
beds, Douglas avenue.
ATTORNEYS.

n Fer

OPTIC JULY 11, 1903

hrlKly

tllfftd

torn

Tfct KEELtT
RSTITUTE.
OwlgM. Ilk

be completed and the casing inserted
by the middle of next week, when
drilling will be resumed. Teams and
wagons have been sent to Trlnchera
for the additional casing required,
and will return by the first of the next
week.

a

Thing About Las Vegas Not
Generally Known to the
Outalde World.

Lai Vogas.meanlng The Meadows,"
the ccAinty seat of San Miguel coun-jr- .

Ilea oi both sides of the Qallinas
1ver, and. with its suburbs, has about
10,000 Inhabitants.
It has excellent water works, are
stores, beautiful residences
and Incandescent electric light plant,
celephone exchanges, headquarters of
the Atchison railway system, iew
Mexico division, together with railroad machine shops and
works, stock yards and large
and dipping plants.
West of the river, the old town has
the quaint and picturesque Mexican
appearance adobe houses, narrow,
crooked streets, native people and
customs, handicrafts and occupations;
but the plaza and all of the new town,
east of the river, constitute a distinctive American city. The streets are
wide and well graded, while sidewalks
well-fille- d

The "IFS" of Life

Make the guarantees of Insurance In The Mutual Life Insurance
Company of New York, valuable beyond all calculation. The following Instance is only one of Thousands:

'

The late Archibald N. Wnterbouse, of Philadelphia, who died Suddenly last Krldiiy, held policies amounting to ftO.OOO In the Mutual
JLlfo Insurance Company of New Vork. The forms of Insurance under
which tL-- se
policies were Issued, were so selected that his widow will
receive at once $,( In cash and an annual income of 13000 for twenty years, and If she Is living at the end of that period she will receive
fnO.OiiO In cash,
making a total amount received under these policies
1140,000 on which tui premiums paid
by Mr. Waterhouse amounted to
only 7,000. (From The Philadelphia Record, Nov. 13. 1902.)

In writing state what you would like to receive In cash at the
end of limited payment period, amount you would like your beneF. C. Bates, one of the big pioneers
ficiary to receive.
short stop here by the Grays
who made many friends during their
short stop here by the Grays on the
day President Roosevelt was' here,
LIFE INSVRANCE COMPANY Or
and who lavishly entertained a Las
Vegas party at the train, died suddenOldest
Larglst
In
In the
ly of apoplexy at his home In CleveAmerica
A. MoCVRDY. President
RICHARD
World
was
buried
last
land last week and
abound, shaded with growing trees.
DARBY A. DAY. Manager, Albuqterque. N. M.
Friday. He was a leading architect Three parks, filled with grass and
of Cleveland, and left his widow $250,-00- trees, add to the beauty and healthful-nes- s
W.
C.
Dist. Supt., - LAS VEGAS. N. M.
of the place. Handsome
and
of which $200,000 is in life insurInnumerable lawns, set in grass
and
ance.
and adorned with shrubbery and
"
o
flowers, combine to proclaim a culturon
At Springer
the Fourth of July ed community, possessed of all modthe canon cracker did some damage ern comforts and conveniences.
Laa Vegas is the natural sanato$8; 1008, Sixth street
which might have been much more
rium of the United States, combining
was
(The following desert land
serious.
The
bomb
entry
HARNES9.
deadly
paper
FOR RENT A four room bouso with
more natural advantages than any
was made at the lond oce in Santa thrown Into business houses and amid other
place in America. Her thermal
J. C. Jones, The Harness Maker,
large garden. Water rent paid. In- Fe
Acorslnlo the crowds, reckless of consequences. waters are the equal of the Hot
yesterday morning:
Bridge street.
quire of S. Kaufman or Henry Bois-niaMartinez, of Wagon Mound postofflce, In one Instance a canon cracker was Springs of Arkansas, while her climate
.;
100 acres In Mora county.
placed lu an oyster can with a weight is infinitely superior. There is no
PRINTING.
no excessive heat or cold, no
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
over
the opening, and when It explod- malaria,
gnats, rats or mosquitoes. The air is
The Optic Job Rooms, Fine Com- TJblado Sanchez and MIhs Rosela ed the can was blown into
1102 Lincoln
light Housekeeping.
the
bits,
pure, dry, ratified, and highly electrimerclal printing.
'
avenue.
Romero, members of two old and well flying fragments of tin embedding fied a certain cure for consumption,
6t
known
Spanish families, ware united themselves Into the flesh of several if the disease be taken in time. The
RESTAURANTS.
FOR RENT FurniBlied
rooms for In
hot waters are a specific for liver,
marriage Monday, July G, at
people, among whom was Probate
808 Fifth street
rheumatic and blood disorders.
light housekeeping.
Duvsl's Restaurant 8hort Order-Reg- ular
the home of the bride.
who happened to be skin,
Fresquez.
Judge
Her Montezuma hotel is the finest hosmeals. Center street.
1981m
In the vicinity.
telry between Chicago and California
Delegate Rodey Is putting In hard
o
and is situated In a beautiful canyon,
FOR RENT Four partly furnished
TAILORS.
licks for the appointment of Capt.
Tho following funds have been re- five miles from town, where the hot
houses; apply to the. Club House or O. H.
Myhre of Silver City, N. M., ceived at the office of J. II. Vaughn, springs, forty in number, come boilJ. B. Allen, The Douglas Avenue
.
R. II. Golke, Hot Springs.
Besides this,
as consul to Corlegena,
Colombia. territorial treasurer:
tailor.
From George ing to the surface.
St. Anthony's Sanitarium, conducted
FOR RENT A small four room furn The secretary of state is said to be W. Knaubel, collector and
by the Sisters of Charity, and the
80CIETIE3.
ished bouse.
Apply 920 Eleventh giving the matter very careful con- treasurer of Santa Fe county, $4,272.-4- Plaza Sanitarium, conducted by Or.
will
no
recom
doubt
but
sideration,
street
taxes of 1902; Solomon Luna, co- Willara Curtiss Bailey, M. D.
lfiltf
Eldorado Lodge No. 1, K. Of P.,
mend somebody who has senatorial llector and
Las Vegas Is the distributing point
treasurer of Vameets every Monday at 8 p. m., at FOR RENT Two
rooms
furnished
for nearly all New Mexico By the
Influence behind him.
tbelr Castle hall, tblrd floor Cloments
lencia
$0,116.50, taxes of 1902;
county,
for
JosMrs.
light housekeeping.
system, she has connection
block, corner Sixth street and Grand
H. O. Bursum, superintendent of the Atchison
eph B. Watruus, corner Fifth and
with Kansas on the east, Colorado on
avenue.
J. J. JUDKINS, C. C.
Doctor Pruden, professor of patholo147-t- f
No. 723.
National
Ave.,
earnterritorial
penitentiary, convicts
the north, Arizona and California on
II. C. RANKIN, K. of It, S.
gy at the Columbia University, ac
$275.05. from J. P. Mitchell, the west, and Texas and Old Mexico
SAUL ROSENTHAL, M. of F.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished companied by Messrs. Wetherhill ond ings,
clerk of the third Judicial dis- on the south. Besides these, she has
rooms with kitchen privileges in adare traveling around the Zuni
her with
I. O. O. F., Las Vegas Lodge, No. 4,
dition. Inquire at 810 Douglas ave- Curry,
trict, $592.55, clerk's fees; John E. more stage lines, connecting
districts discovering ruins of old In Griffith, clerk of the fifth
tributary territory, than has any other
nue.
moots every Monday evening at their
96 tf
judicial dis- town in New Mexico. This
territory
dlan . pueblos.
A map has already
hall, Sixth street. All visiting breth
Includes the entire section east and
ren are cordially invited to attend. J. FOR RENT Grass pasture on Mesa been published concerning this coun- trict, $295.35, clerk's fees.
south of the mountains, and comH. York, N. O.; J. B. Mackel. V. Q;
ranch, two miles east of city. Can try, and Doctor Pruden has
greatly
Mrs. Hubbell's Funeral. The tun prises the counties of Colfax, Mtora.
take care of cattle, mules and horsT. M. El wood, Soc; W. E. Crites,
helped the work.
f
es. Inquire 716 Grand avenue.
Troas.; 8. Rj Dearth,
nernl of Mrs. Thomas S. Hubbell took Taos, San Miguel, Santa Fe, Socorro;
Cemetery
Chaves, Lincoln, and
Trustee.
at the church of the Immaculate Dona Ana, Grant, of
Valencia and BerFOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
Fred Montenle of Chicago, a prae place
Eddy ,with parts
In
Albuquerque yesterday. nalillo a country larger than all New
or without board. No. 1102, corner tlcal embalmer who carries a license Conception
B. P. 0. E., Meets First And Third
There was an Immense crowd of England. This takes in the famous
ol Columbia and Eleventh. 49 tf
Issued by the Illinois state board of
Thursday evenings, each month, at
mourning friends present to pay the valley of the Rio Grande, and the lesa
Sixth street lodge room.
Visiting
health
a
and
diploma Issued by the
For Rent.
brothers cordially Ivlted.
last tribute of respect to a Christian famous, but not less excellent, valley
Chicago school of embalming, arrived
of the Pecos the finest fruit sections
A. A. MALONKY, Exalted Ruler. One
house, $12.00
who during her whole life.
In Santa Fe yesterday and will as woman,
of tho west.
T. E. ULAUVISLT, Sec.
One
adobe, $7.00
Wonl about doing good
The pall
There are eight large wholesale
sumft
new
of
the
charge
undertaking bearers were Charles F.
furnished house, $15.00.
Jesus
whose trade extends through
Rebekah Lodge, I. O. 0. F Meets Three-roohouses,
Myers,
the
of
Santa
department
Fe and hsrd Summ M
out the Territory, and into the ad
?mm iifohf,-0lmwvr
ww anir snppry compaBy:'""
O'ffofrooui
while the volume of
sections;
S. Slrlckler and Frank McKee. The joining
house, $12.00.
Mrs. Sarah Roberts, N. O.; Mrs. Bar-ao
this trade, and the value of the stocks
nouse with bath, $20.00
were
remains
resifrom
escorted
the
Crltea, V. Q.; Mrs. A. J. Worts, One
Third Year of "Hopper Plague
which tbey carry, cannot be duplicat
Sec.; Mrs. J. N. Shirley, Troas.
761
from the Espanola valley dence to the church by the Elks, of ed we si of Kansas City and south of
Report
room
for household goods are to thrt effect
storage
that the grasshoppers which Mr. Hubbell is an honored Denver. Three merchants' brokers
L"
200-t- f
Roy' Arch Chapter No.
.
have selected the city as their dis
have again put In their appearance, memb"ef.
3. Regular convocations first
. .. i, i
Monday MOORE REAL ESTATE
--v
tributing center, the amount of their
,
this
tuuuiu. visiting companloni
being their third year, and are
p
sales exceeding, in the aggre
yearly
AND INVESTMENT CO
generally invited. M. R, Williams, E
A New
Mexico Moses Many a !te, the combined sales of all other
devastating the erons. Coming after
m. r.; u. ii. sporlodor, Sec.
625 Douglas Avenue.
the damace wrought by Into frosts time has the Rio Grande been compar such brokers in New Mexico. The
and high waters, the grasshopper af- ed with the Nile, but a further start retail morchants, of La Vegas, are
Las Venae Comminuerv K.
FOR 8ALE.
more numerous, and carry larger and
fliction la felt even more
2. Regular conclave second
severely ling parallel may now be drawn. A better stocks of
Tuosday
goods than do the reof each month.
than In former years.
Visiting
good lady who stood on the bank tail merchants of
kulghts run saJjIS A modern
any other town in
1!
--o
vuiumny welcomed. John S. Cla-of
the
stream
saw
In
the
floating
house. J. D. Ellsworth, 725 Fourth
this Territory or Arizona.
C; Chas. Tamme. Rco.
New
Mexico
is
to
a
have a new town cur.ent
Las Vegas has two daily and six
8t- basket; in the basket was
184-m.
on the Peeos Valley railroad,
This daughter of Pharoah weekly papers, three banks, three
t a child.
Eastern Star, Regular Communlca
miles from Roswell on tho
run HALli Seven two year old
rescued the llttlo one and took it to building and loan associations, six hoHon second and fourth Thursday even
The new town Is being organ- her borne, It Is augured that the New tels, many boarding houses, nine
registered
Herfford
acclimated
bulls;
ings of each month. AH visiting broth vaccinated
a number of clubs,
and; In fine condition. Ash ized by the Dayton townslto company Mexico Moses after forty years will churches,
are cordially invited
"
and all of the leading civlo and
and
will
be
known
lend
the people of the territory out social societies;
as Dayton, New
"
159 tf
'
weun, worthy matron; ley rond, Jr., Watrous,
a roller flour mill,
Mexico.
urowne, W. P.; Mrs. Emma
The company has a strong of the land of bondage Into the long capacity, fifty barrels per day;
If
a
you
want
bargain la a nice home backing and will no doubt be a
uvuumvi, hoc.; airs. M. A. Howell,
establishments.
great promised land of state liberty. It will nve
come and gee this one. Nice 6 room
Treas.
success. Charles H. Flato is the pres- probably require
forty years and an cleaning a3,000,000 pounds of wool an
houso. bath, hot and cold water
brewery and
ident, Frank Robb,
secretary and inner iues 10 BCCOinpilsn SUCH a nually;
fine large fruit and shade trees
bottling establishment; a manufactory
treasurer.
desideratum, at any rate.
MISCELLANEOUS.
or
mineral and carbonated waters:
osrn and sheds lu good repair.
three wagon and carriage factories; sad
Good location. , price $1,400 $100
Architect F. W. Spencer, with C. F.
die
and harness factory; a foundry,
Five years ago there were fifty- WHY not have a new.
rail
cash, balance In small monthly pay Whittlesey, of
Albuquerque, has In- seven national banks In Boston with electrlo light plant, three planing
ling card as well as a stylish dress?
ments.
mills, and other enterprises of less im
vented a new building block, which. a capital stock of
Order a shaded old English card at
on
$49,650,000,
portance.
MOORE REAL ESTATE
oe upuc.
It Is thought, will revolutionize build which, in
A city hall, four public school build
average dividend of 2 3 per
AND INVESTMENT CO., ing construction to a considerable
,
vfes
cent
bald. There are now thirty-seve- ings,
Masonic temple, op
ei
THE NICEST of meals, tha best of
.193-t625 Douglas Avenue.
tent. The block Is to be made of ce
era bouse, Territorial Normal school
national
with
a
banks,
capital and Territorial Insane
beds are to l found In the summer
ment, clay or some other durable sub of $33,800,000, which
asylum and pubpays 6 per cent. lic buildings, constructed
resort at Rociada, near the mount
of red and
stance, and when put together will Bank consolidation
seems
to
have
white sandstone, unsurpassed In beau
Serious Farm Hand Shortage.
ftlna. Term. 1.50 per day, 19.00
make a hollow wall, yet a wall repul been as effective In
improving the ty by similar edifices In any town, of
The scarcest thing In Missouri Just
per week. For further particulars
sive to heat and cold weather.
profits of business as It has been ex- equal size, in the states.
write or phone Mrs. Cutler, Rociada, now Is farm hands. In the northwest
The latitude is about the same as
o
tensive. Springfield Republican.
160-tpart of the state hay hands are
that of central Tennessee, while the al,
Roy McDonald, the' Albuquerque
$2 per day. This, It Is said, Is the
Is nearly 6,600 feet This com
titude
baseball player, caught In a twentyThe first El Paso bonoflclary under bination gives a peculiar, but most
highest wage ever paid for the same one
game on the 7th of this the pension
The girl with the shovel hat appears
system adopted by tho happy, result In the winter, during hot springs, Harvey's. El Porvenir,
ussssmarinq, also lessons In work In that section. Last year' month,Inning
the second longoBt league Southern Pacific on the
the day, the thermometer seldom falls, Blake's,
to
be scooping all before her.
cutting and sewing; the French lall standard was $1.75 and the
of
first
the
Sparks' Sapello,
Rociada,
in the shade, below forty degrees,
year's be gamo on record.
It was between year Is
or system, square and tape, taught. fore was $1.50.
"Pap" Dorr, a former engineer while It often runs in the sunshine, to and other daces, too numernna tn
The present difficulty
the team of which ho Is on tho Southern Pacific. He has Just sixty-nvmention, whero health can be recov
$1.00
Pupils allowed
per day Is dim lo tho great demand for them Pittsburg,
degrees or even more. On
and
manager,
both
Mis
of
tho
while learning. Pethoud
Joplln,
a
received
the
other
in
in
the
summer,
the ered, and life becomes a pleasure to
hand,
the shape of a
pension
Co, 610 In the Kansas wheat fields. It is not souri
Valley league. In the table of check for $199.38. This Is his accrued heat la never oppressive, In the shade, the ennuye, the invalid, the over
Douglas avenue.
1871m
confined to the harvest season, howworked business man.
.
he gsme it shows Roy to have sois too warm tor comand no
pension since tho order went Into ef- fortable night
This
is rich tn evervthlna
ever, It extends throiiEh almost the
Territory
one
two
under
or.
sleep,
cured a hit, two stolen bases, one fect six months
EW VEGETABLES. Home grown,
ntlre year lu a greater or less de
ago at the rata of blankets. The sun will shine nine Iron. Conner. coaL lead silver. tnM
that constitutes the wealth nf nailnn
fresh from the garden. Leave or- gree. Farmers say It Is almost impos put out, nine assists, one orror and $33.23 a month.
ev
of
out
days
ry ten, the year round. mica, limestone,
to have taken part In a double play.
marbles,
extreme
with
the
This,
ders at Sisters' Convent fur Har sible lo get reliable men at anywhere
dryness of the gyp8um,salt,soda insandstone,
endless variety and
o
caused
the
air,
precipvery
by
slight
near
the
ney McNally.
prices they used to nay.
Tim Ring Dead Tint Ring died In
itation of moisture; the resinous aro- exnaustiesB quantities, are among the
several products of the country which
'robahly the main reason Is that thou Trinidad
ma, rolling down from tho pine-clalast
funer
and
his
Las Vecas commands. Sheen, rnttln
Thursday
sands of tho more active and enter- tho large amount of elecmountains;
took
al
and
lumber abound, so that in each
place Sunday at that place. Have no
Bow
Ad Serious Farm Hand
appetite Can't sleep
tricity in the air, and the consequent of these prime
Shortage.... Mr. Ring was more than 60 years of
articles of commerce
el constipated
Liver Inactive. The ozone resulting from the altitude; and this
prlslug young men of tbo state have
city is the best market In New
age and made his homo for more stomach has become weak and needs the location of the town,
Mexico. She handles more wool than
gone to Oklahoma, Indian territory
mountain and mesa theso all con- all
than a quarter of a century in Colfax
the other towns In tha Terrllnr
medicine to strengthen it. Don't by
and other parts of the country, where
an
which
to
atmoepaoro
produce
spire
enwas
Mexlco.where
county.New
he
waste time experimenting with this Is a balm to all diseases of the respi- combined, while her commerce in hides
they have hnd exceptional opportuniIn ranching and In the cattle
is truly enormous. In the same way,
or that remedy, but get a bottle of ratory organs. The percentage of she
ties within recent yenrs to get cheap gaged
stands
for her trade
business.
He was an excellent cltl-se- Hosteller's Stomach Hitters
OUR FUNERAL
WILUAM VAUGHN.
are
at once. death from consumption Is lower in In grains, hay. vegetables, and othnr
land of their own Kansas City Star.
and everybody who knew tilin For 60
New Mexico than It Is anywhen else farm
APPOINTMENTS
It
and we are
been
has
years
recognized In
while
In
trade
her
products;
Ice,
the United States; and r.o other
was his friend. Ho leaves to mourn as tho
leading stomach remedy of the placo in New Mexico excels Las Vegas gathered in the neighboring mountain ready at all times to carry out orders
APPOINTMENTS
his loss a wife and seven daughters.
world, and has cured thousands. Try in the salubrity of Its climato. Asth- canyons, extends east into Kansas in a thorouehlv satlsfactorw manner.
Hnt not tn buinr. Ar itnn htconitfiir
Art
ACMtnAXLE OUISINE
riiia)?
mi t.i.1. tia. kM
r $. kvut i mii a national
into Arizona, and south into Old
'O
mmn lall.-n
We have made a close study ef em
It Our private stamp Is over the matics experience Immediate and per- west
of Miiiiliyrvntfiie?rU wtth ltl
ail
la
md
tawvi'ltlv
Mexico.
OGtXtTCOUS ATTENTION
uf U , rtt u (tir )laa ft lift tKNtktrt.
Raton Oil Well Work has been go neck of the bottle.
hat
manent relief, In this altitude
balming and our method Is according
t'lM'nlnin
r IUnfrr, fluiwrtttlmitojiUi. houitiwr.
men, nr.
t l. rt.,i, lerliohtl,
tit
ing on steadily in reaming out the
to the most recent scientific discover
In the way of health and pleasure
ftrmtim niMi of all .bhIIv,
twmitr for Mttlrir mm,
' Kitftil isb f..r riKiitfctml,
naton oil well. This work is consumrvbi i i" fr rtTUt mm.
les and modern practice.
resorts, Las Vegas is unrivaled. In a Concerning the
alleged spelling re
radius of twenty miles, In romantic
ing more time than was at first antif lirorimrfttwJt
bard
Is
form
it
to
which
The W. M. LEWIS COMPANY
is
the
say
mountain
beside
ulU M, Mcnttoawck BuitUinf, CHICAGO
glens and
babbling
cipated, but It Is expected that It will. STOMACH
COOKS BlOCi
mountain brooks, are the Las Vegas more exasperating "thru" or "thro." UNDERTAKERS.
sheep-shearin-
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Of One Kind.
"You didn't have any luck?" she
when he returned
said, inquiringly,
from his fishing trip.
"None at ail." he admitted.
Then she got a whiff of his breath.
following New York stocif quotation
lhe
ere received by Levy Bros., (members Chi"No wonder," she commented, "You
Crock8
and
rooms
cago Board of Trade),
ett Block, (Colo, fhoue 300, Las Vega Phone must have taken all the bait yourself."
110,) over their own private wires from New
Chicago Evening Post.
York, Chicago and Colorado Springs; corres-

RKETJ

(jnpeas

'

pondent of the firms of Logan & Bryan N. Y.
and Chicago member i New York btock ExNo man or woman in the state will
and W m.
change and Chicago Board of Trade, Colorado
A. Otis & Co.. Bankers and Brokers.
hesitate to speak well of Chamberlain's
Springs:
Close Stomach
Description
and Liver Tablets after once
6054
Amalgamated Copper
trying them. They always produce
American eugar
6414
a pleasant movement of the bowels,
Atchison Com
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When Mark Twain declored there
were but seven fundamental jokes, he
omitted to name the other six.
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Live Stock.
attle
KJisSAS CITY, July
faarket steady; native steers 4.10
$5.25; Texas and Indian steers, $2.75
ll.-C-

$3.00;
Texas cows, $1.75
$4.70
native cows and heifers, $1.50
$4.25;
stockers and feeders, $2.75
$3.35; calves, $2.20
bulls, $2.25
$4.65;
$5.25; western steers, $3.60
$4.50.
western cows, $2.80
steady;
Sheep market nominally
$5.00; lambs, $3.20
muttons, $3.00
$3.15
$6.25; range wethers,
$5.00.
$5.10; ewes, $3.00
CHICAGO, July 11. Cattle market
Bteady; good to prime steers, $5.00
$5;
$5.40;; poor to medium, $3.90
$4.50;
stockers and feeders $2.50
$4.00; heifers, $2.25
cows, $1.50
$2.80; bulls,
$4.50; canners, $1.50
$6.00;
$4.00; calves, $2.50
$2.25
$4.75.
Texas fed steers, $3.25
Sheep steady; good to choice weth
$4.00; fair to choice mix
ers, $3.75
western sheep,
$3.50;
ta, $3.00
$3.75; native lambs, $3.00
$2.50
$5.00;

HARVEY'S MOUNTAIN HOME
ideal summer re.'ort for rest,
health and a good time. Home cooking with unlimited apply of Jersey milk
and butter. Burros free for riding.
Delightful trips in every direction.
Carriage goes out Saturday mornings
returns Friday; $10 for the week, including passage. Leave word at
Wooster's or Ilfeld's. Address
H. A. Harvey, Las Vega?, N. M.
tf
Is the

A lady who had
been traveling
abroad was describing an Irishwoman
whom she met.
'"She was so refined, so well educated," she said. "Why she was so careful in avoiding all temptations to
brogue that she Invariably called the
of Mount Vesuvius 'the creaIn the light of recent events, the crater
automobile would confer a fovor by ture.' "Youth's Companion.
I
I'M
W
CCmmittiiiK race suicide.
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
a powder. It
Allen's Foot-EasCholera Infantum.
This has long been regarded as one cures painful, smarting, nervous feet
and instantly
of the most dangerous and fatal dis- and ingrowing naiU,
eases to which infants are subject. It takes the sting out of corns and
It's the greatest discovery of
can be cured, however, when properly
makes
Allen's Foot-Eastreated. All that is necessary is to the age.
Is a
feel
new
It
shoes
or
easy.
and
Cholera
tight
give Chamberlain's Colic,
Diarrhoea Remedy and castor oil, as certain cure for sweating, callous and
directed with each bottle. For sale hot, tired, aching feet. Try it today.
t flnlrt hv nil
and cTina fitnroa
by all druggists.
Trial
By mail for 2ic. in stamps.
The man who knws when he Is well package Free. Address,
Allen S.
off ought to know also to keep still
Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
about it.
Mur-phey'-

I

.

Territory Wools.
ST. LOUIS, July 11. Wool steady;
territory and western medium 16
fine, 13
18; fine medium, 14

15.

improve the appetite and strengthen
the digestion.
For sale by all drug- -

Very Remarkable Cure for Diarrohea.
"About six years ago for the first
time in my life I had a sudden and
severe attack of diarrhoea, says Mrs.
"I
Alice Miller of Morgan, Texas.
got temporary relief but it came back
again and again, and for six long
years I have suffered more misery and
agaony than I can tell. It was worse
than death. My husband spent hundreds of dollars for physicians' prescriptions and treatmeut without avail.
Finally we moved to Bosque county,
our present home, and one day t happened to see an advertisement of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Reniody with a testimonial of
a man who had been cured by it. The
case was so similar to my own that
I concluded to try the remedy. The result was wonderful. I could hardly
realize that I was well again, or believe it could be so after having suffered so long, but that one bottle jf
medicine, co'ting but a low cents,
cured me." For sale by all druggists.

bun-Ion-

flrua-iriul-

Brutally Tortured.
A case came to light that for per
torture has
sistent and unmerciful
never been equaled. Joe
perhaps
Goiobick of Colusa, Calif., writes:
For 15 years I endured insufferable
and nothing
pain from Rheumatism
relieved me though I tried everything
came across Electric Bitters
known,
on
and It's the greatest medicine
earth for that trouble. A few bottles
of it completely relieved and cured
me." Just as good for Liver and Kidney troubles and general debility.
Only 50c. Satisfaction guaranteed by
all Druggists.

'

Individual liberty often depends
the size of the Individual.
lUomestead Entry No. 5604.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
Land office at Santa, Fe, N. ft!., June

If Violinist Kocain has tears to shed
over a mere fiddle, what would he do
if he had to start up a furnace along
about the first of June?

.

10.

1903.

Notice is hereby given that the follosettler has filed nutice
of his intention to make dual proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before V. S. Court
Commissioner at Las Vegas, N. M., on
July 25th, 1903, viz:
VIDAL DURAX
for the NV
Sec. 9, T. 1CN. R. 14E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
Julian Coca, of Mlueral Hill, N. M.;
Tomas Benavidoz, of Mineral Hill, N.
M.; Juan do Dios Lucero, of Mineral
Hill, N. M.J Benito Crespin, of Mineral
Hill, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
186 301.
Register.
wing-named

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of
Land Office

proof will be made before the United
States Commissioner at Las Vega?,
N. M., on July 27, 1903, viz:
FERMIN SALAZAR,
of Trementina, N. M., for the NW
SE
SE 14, SW
and 8
of SE
Sec. 25, T. 15N., R. 23 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jose Abran Salazar of Trementina,
N. M.; Milecio Sanchez of Las Vegas,
N .M.j Fellberto Sanchez of Trementina, N. M.j Sesarlo Sanchez of Trementina, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
t
Register.
i,

2

190-30-

In Gosi'.on.

"Remember, boys," said the teach
er, "that in the bright lexicon of youth
there's no such word as 'fall.' "
After a few moments a boy raised
his hand.
"Well, what Is it, Socrates?" asked
the teacher.
'I was merely going to suggest," re
plied the youngster, "that If such is
the case, it would be advisable to
write to the publishers of that lexicon
and call their attention to the omission." The Wasp.
.

DAN RHODES'
...HACh LINE...
Best Hack Service In the city. Meet all
trains. Cal Is are prompt ly attended to.
Office at M. L. Cooley's livery stable,

It takes two banana skins to make
a pair of slippers.
Homestead Entry No. 4963.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N, M.
June 23rd, 1903.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice of
itis intention to make final proof tu
MTnoum,
support of his claim, and that said fio. i Fa. Mrlv 1:44 p. m. Dep iUO p. m.
6
proof will bo made before the probate No. l'ss. arrive l:M a, m. Ifp.8i05 a m.
WBT BOUHO,
clerk of San Miguel county at Las
arrive
p.m. Pep 1:15 p.m.
Vegas, N. M., on August 5th, 1903, viz: So. 1
No. J Pasa, arrive 430i. at. "
p.m.
GREGORIO GARCIA
Nov. S ami 4 curry fullmau cars only.
for the SE
Sec. 13, T. 13 N R.
No. 3 IB ttii local train mm bound j also
22 E.
Kunsm City
alwpur for
He names the following witnesses sad I'ullniau
:
also tourist curs. This train
to prove his continuous
residence arrives La Juuta 10:50 p. m. Connection for
upon, and cultivation of, said land, I'uublo, Colorado Springs and Denver
No.
!eim-- I,a Junta S:U a. m. arrive
viz:
1'ueblo S:I3 a. m. ftalorado Hprlugg 8:10 a. to
Juan Quintana of Las Vegas, N. M.j l.nvi'ri:30 a. m.
Preciliano Madrid of Las Vegas, N. M.j
No. 1 in local train
ami la a
Benigno Martinez of Las Vegas, N. a Southern California tialn, carries Pullman
alcouor
anil Tourist alMpera and Chair Car
M.j Juan Garcia of Las Vegas, N. M.
for Ijo AurvIus.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
No, 7 la Nortnern California train carrying
t'ui'man and Tourist tleppora and Cbalr
Register.
Cars for San Kranclscoi also carries sleeper
for Kl I'aso. Arrlvsa Albuquerque 10:01 p,
(Homestead Entry No. 4392.)
in. Connection for El Paso, Dealing and StiNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ver City. Leaves Albuquerque 11:00 p. ui.
Department of the Interior,
Arrive, EI Paso 7:53 a. m.i IV Diing 7:fi0 a, te.
Silver City 10:15 a. na.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
No. 8 lathroufth train for Chlcagocarrytng
April 7, 1903.
Pullman and Tourist sleepers and Chair car.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- Arrive La Jnta11:il5 a. m. Connection for
lowing named settler has filed notice Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver.
of his intention to make final proof I No. 0031 leaves La Junta 12:20 p. m. Arrives
Pueblo i;10 p, m.t Colorado Springs 3:40 p. m,
in support of his claim, and that said
Denver t p. m.
proof will be made before Robt, L.
Santa Fe branch trains connect with Nos.
M. Ross, U. S. Court Commissioner,
I, 11 and S.
at Las Vegas, N. M., on June 8, 1903, Boundtrlp tickets to points not over 135 nil.
10 per rent redaction
viz:
Comminution
tickets between Las Vegas and
JOHN A. ABEItCROMBIE,
tlot springs 10 rides Sl.00.Uood
iars
of NW
of NE
for the SW
SE
of SW
and NE
NW
of SE
Sec. 5, T. 9 N. R. 14 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
Fe
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jose A. Sisneros of Anton Chico, N.
Tlm Table No. 71.
iKfTectlvn Wednesday April 1, 1003.)
M.j Emiterlo Chavez of Anton Chico,
N. M.j FranciBCo Chaves
of Anton
Chico, N. M.; Gregoglo Archibeca, of fAKT BOUND
WltBT IM,rl"
J&
M ies No,
Anton Chico, N. M.
No. 4Jti.
6:20 I) m
f):00aui..Lv....SantaFo..Ar..
MANUEL R. OTERO,
11 ;00 a
. . K)uno!a..Ar..M. ... 3;Wpm
i:m p i
t:i& v ni..l,v.,..Kiniiiiilo..Ar.,M....
Register,
m
J:Wpm..Lv.Tres PledraS.Ar.. 00.......10:05
7 !I6 a m
.AM
6:.pni..Lv...Ant4nlio.
t):M p Tii..Lv...Alnn,oa... Ar 1W ., 8:10 a m
8:05 a m..Lv.... Pueblo .Ar.CH7.... l:i)7am
7:15a m..Ar... Denver. ...Lv. M. ...
p in

Is tho short line between EL PASO,
the CHEAT SOUTHWEST and KANSAS CITY, CHICAGO,. ST.. LOUIS,
M EM PHIS ami
principal points EAST,
NOtlTH and SOUTHEAST.
,
EU'gant Ptillmau Standard and Tour
ist Sleepers, Free Reclining Chair
Cars ami Day Coaches on all trains.'
Dining Car Service Unexcelled.

1

Ir,

Call on nearest agont for full Infor
mation or address the undersigned.".
N. B. For handsomely illustrated
booklet descriptive of
CLOUDCROFT,
the Trender Summer Resort of the
Southwest, send four conts postage to
A. H. BROWN,
General Passenger Agent,
E. P.-System,
,
El Paso. Tex.

car-ri-

1

uim
&
mm
A HEW FAST TRAIN

ISO

4

4

4

D. & R. O.
Santa

in.-L- r

Between St. Louis sod Kansas City sad

OKLAHOMA CITY.

System

WICHITA

Branch

DENISON,

SHERMAN,
DALLAS,
TORT WORTH

And principal points la Texas end the Booth-res- t.
This train la new throughout and Is
made up of the finest equipment, provided
with eloctrlo lights sod all other modern
traveling oonreaieaoea. II runs via our now
eompleted

.

190-3-

Red River Division.

Every- appliance known to modern ear
building- and railroading has been employed
n tue mase-n- p
oi uua aeroee, inoiuumg

Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and J
aa to rates anq au aetaus oi
At Antonlto for Durango, BlWcrton and all Full Informationnew
route will be cheerfully
a trip via this
points In the San Juan country,
tarnished i upon application, by any repre
At Alamosa (with standard gauge) lor i,a sentative oi we
Vela, Pueblo. Colorado Springs and Denver

CrfS CSservctlon Cere,

Mountain Ice
LAS VEGAS

61.

In connection with the
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM.

Santa Fo Time Table.

Valuable Time Saved.
Slight injuries often disable a man
Spain still controls the Cuban shoe and cause several days' loss of time
market, though she no longer has any and when blood poison develops,
$6.00.
sometimes results in the loss of a
footing In the island.
Pain
hand or limb. Chamberlain's
For a lazy liver try Chamberlain's balm Is an antiseptic liniment. When
Grain and Provisions.
inStomach and liver Tablets. They
applied to cuts, bruises and burns It
Close July 11, 1903:
THAT MADE
aid the digestion. causes them to heal quickly and with
Wheat Julv 8014: Sept. 7956; Dec. vigorate the liver,
regulate the bowels and prevent bul out maturation, and prevents any dan
Dec. lous attacks. For sale by all
ger of blood poison. For sale by all
rorn Julv 61: Sept.
druggists.
Pork July, $14.72; Sept. $14.75.
'Marconigraph'' is a frightfully
We don't know whether it is true
ard July, $7.65; Sept. $7.85.
word to Indicate so speedy
clumsy
that strawberries are a cure for rheuRibs July, $8.52; Sept. $8.55.
processs.
matism or not We eat them as a
lbs or more each delivery, 10c per 100 lbs
preventive.
Weekly Bank Statement
15c per 100 lbs
lbs.
1,000 to
Night Was Her Terror.
e
Reserves, 369,400; reserve less U
"I would cough nearly all night
are Sickly,
School Children
lbs
100
Many
20c
lbs
to
S. dec. $366,375; loans dec $7,915,200;
1,000
per
long," writes Mrs. Chas. Applegale,
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders tor -legals, dec, of
specie, dec. $2,629,200;
Alexandria, Ind., "and could hardly Children, used by Mother Gray,
25c per 100 lbs
lbs.
to
$477,400; deposits, dec. $11,749,600.
got any sleep. I had consumption so nurse In Children's Home, New York,
30c per 100 lbs
lbs
bad that if I walked a block I would
Less than
break up Colds In 24 'hours, cure fever- New York Stock Letter.
cough frightfully and spit blood, but, lshness, Headache, Stomach Troubles,
NEW YORK, July 11. Extreme when all other medicines failed, three
move and regu
weakness dominated the dealings at $1 bottles of Dr. King's New Discovery Teething Disorders,
and Destroy Worms,
the opening this morning. This weak-nes- wholly cured me and I gained 58 late the bowels,
Mrs. Emily Maronn,
Mertden,
Ct,
was more pronounced when con
It's
absolutely guaranteed says: "It Is the best medicine In
pounds."
slderlng the government report was to cure Coughs, ColJs, I
Grippe, the world for children when feverish
looked on as highly favorable. The Bronchitis and all Throat and Lung
Sold by all drug
and constipated."
weak
market at all times continued
Troubles. Price 60c and ll. Trial
gists or by mail, 25c. Sample tent
CFFESSi
under the persistent haormering of bottles free at all Druggists.
Douglmm Avmum,
Free. Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le
the bears dislodging a large amount
Lam
Kaw KZaxho
Roy, N. Y.
of long stock. N. Y. S. was again
Since Sir Thomas has bo much to
the weakest and was freely offered sav about "Wing" the cup, why don't
Also, a little common sense judi
down. Western houses were sellers he call his yacht te Derrick?
ciously applied would often prove
of St. Paul and Pacifies. The bank
valuable prophylatic against the di
statement was better than expected
Working Night and Day.
vorce fever.
favorable
a
make
did
It
not
little
although
The busiest and mightiest
unfaoutlook
The
appears
showing.
thing that ever was made is Dr.
Driven to Desperation.
vorable and there seems to be no rea- King's Ne Life Pills.
These pills
Living at an out of the way place,
son why stocks should be bought at change weakness into strength, list- remote from civilisation, a family is
AND
this level. Total sales, 394,900.
into often driven to desperation in case of
iessness Into energy, brain-faIn
wonderful
are
0
mental power. They
New Mexico
accident, resulting In Burns, Cuts,
Vegas
building op the health. Only 25c per Wounds, ulcers, etc. Lay in a supply
(From the Sentinel, Gobo, Mont.)
A HEALTH RESORT
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the
In the first opening of Oklahoma to box. Sold by all Druggists.
And try the ntaeral Weter Bathe. Bathe ef an hteaa flvta. The Peat
best on earth. 25c at all druggists,
settlers In 1889, the editor of this paBaths aarlvalled far RhsaaMttoai.
per was among the many seekers after An anonymous beenfactor has sent
At the Circus.
This famous reeort affords sumptuous accommodations, at reasonable prices. The
fortune who made the big race one the Cooper union $250,000. Uncle
n
i.as
Mimunuma can comfortably provide for several hundred guesia. ana
nm in con"Here, take this rifle!" cried the
resorts,
fine day in April. During his travel Russell Sage heads the list of sus
Borings Is one of the few really satlHfactory lhky Mountain
and nurses, the Montwums
and
a
modern
physicians
nection
competent
hnapllal.
has
"The
excited showman,
leopard
that are unrivalled in beau-tlng about and afterwards bis camping pects.
hot bouse, also parks and adjacent
a perfect; climate,
It hS? everywafe-r- and e
right altitude, fur
escaped. If you find him shoot him
upon bis claim, be encountered much
medicinal
ample
opportunity
lngs,
on the spot'
vacation outing. Further Information gladly furnished.
bad water, which, together with the
A Box of Old Coins Unearthed.
sir?" gasped the W. E. TALBOT, Msnsger. W. H HINTON, A. B., M. o., wisaicai uiracw.
"Which
severe heat, gave him a very severe
A box of old coins supposed to bave
diarrhoea which it seemed almost im been buried by the Tories during the green tent boy. Chicago News.
possible to check, and along in June revolutionary period was recently un
one
No Pity Shown,
the case became so bad he expected to earthed by laborers working on
of the eastern railroads, but as the
"For years fate was after me con
die. One day one of his neighbors coins were about two centuries old
"PLAZA
brought him one small bottle of Cham they would probably bave no more tlnuously" writes P. A. Gulledge, Ver
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea vale today than many of the remedies bena. Ala. "I bad a terrible case of
PHARMACY"
When all
Remedy as a last hope. A big dose compounded for stomach, liver and Piles causing 24 tumors.
was given him while he was rolling bowel disorders- H l therefore neces- failed Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured
want to recover your
DeaUra In
about on the ground In great agony, sary, iftoyou
careful In the selection of me. Equally good for Burns and all
be
health,
was
and in a few minutes the dose
a medicine that will restore the appe aches and nains.
Only 25c at all
CHEMICALS.
"DRUQS, HEDICINES
repeated. The good effect of the med tite, ourifv the blood and cure head Druggists.
acha.
Imlleestion.
an
constipa
dyspepsia,
within
and
soon
noticed
icine was
hour the patient was taking his first tion or liver and kidney troubles. You
Patent medicines, sponges, syringes, soaps, combs and brushHow to Know On.
a fortnight The one will make no mistake if you will try
for
sound sleep
es, perfumery, fancy and toilet articles and all goods usually
She They say that goodlooking
uttiA hnttln worked a complete cure. Hostetter's Stomach Bitters because
by druggists. Physicians' prescriptions carefully
kept
i will Doiitlvely cure these diseases,
Is
feel
an
cannot
but
with
the
English
help
and be
grateful
eyeglasses
chap
and all orders correctly answered. Ooods selected
pounded
have
voluntarily
of
disorders
Hundreds
bowel
season
people
for
being
The
nobleman.
with great care and warranted as represented.
at band suggests this Item. For sale testified to this fact during the past He Well, I don't believe It. I heard
.
fifty years.
by all druggists.
Vegas, New Mexico.
him say that he had no notion of mar
1
s
t
continue to live rying an actress or heiress. Chicago
The
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Don't cry over spilled milk; there
bear.
New.
horrible
Dame
is.
the
Dally
to
they
it
wasted
water
up
ai
sough

78.
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mat-bou-

the Interior,
at Santa Fe, N. M.,
June 16, 1903.
Notice is hereby given that the
following-namesettler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said

Department
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RETAIL PRICES:

2.000

2,000

0

200
50

4

also with narrow gauge (or Monto Vlta,l)el
Norte Oreede snd all points lutlie 8an Luis
valley.
At Halida with main line (standard gauge)
for all points east and west Including Lead'
rllle and narrow gauge points between sal- Ida and Grand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for the gold
camps of Cripple Creek and Victor.
At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver
with all Missouri river lines for all points

east.

For further Information address the under
signed.
Through passengers from Banta Fe In
standard gauge sloepert from Alamosa can
have berths reserved on application.
II. W. Bobbins, General Agent,
Santa Fe . U
8. K. Hoopih, O. P. A,
Denver, Colo.
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Printing
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Good for
Our Customers.

'

5 THE MONTEZUMA

Our Pride's in
Our Printing,.

BATHS

g

Las

Hot Springs,

-

THE OPTIO'l

-

jap c:y.:3!

The work on the new telegraph office at the Santa Ft general offlcei
at Topeka Is progressing rapidly and
It Is thought that it will be ready to
be occupied In two or three weeks.
When it Is finished the office will few
one of the finest railway telegraph offices in the United States.

Tent City, Coronsdo Beach, California.
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Winters Drag Co.
"

and

Las

Bashl-Bazouk-

1

"

Go West to the Ocean
finest in
California's summer Climate
world.
Sarf-bathin-

jf

is
Cool Trip on the Santa
ocean breezes

snow-capp-

Is.
ed

the

Sierras.

Tou can buy a combination round trip ticket to Ooronado this summer including railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' beard and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a tery low price.
Tent City it a popular Southern California summer seaside reaqrt.
Write for full particulars sbont this delightful vaeattoa trtp,
.

"issSSt Santa
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Band practice tomorrow.

r,lSAD0W CITY HAPPENINGS
KEEP YOUR

O

O. P. Patterson, night operator at
the Western Union office, is again on
the sick list.

THE RATON PICNIC.
OF TRADE COMMITTEE
WILL ASSIST IN PREPARING
FOR GRAND CELEBRATION.

BOARD

ON THE COMING EVENT
AT THE HUB

U

J. B. Metcalf has opened up a fruit
store on Lincoln avenue In tho building that has Just been recently

Elaborate Program of Athletic Events
A laige number of yicn'.c parties will
to be Arranged The City and Shops
to the woods tomorrow and so
take
to
Asked
to
be
Half
Keep
Holiday.
Normal band concert at the (springs
away from the sultry air of the
get
tomorrow night
The executive committee
of the city.
of Trado held a fully attended
Board
at
A
Steer
tho
of
Texas
Rehearsal
The Fraternal Brotherhood will In
meeting lant night, at which a numopera hmise tonight.
officers next Friday night and
stall
ber of matters of considerable Impor
social
in one of their
A committee indulge
The various branches of tho llfeld tance were discussed.
evening.
was
Bonito
to
a
picnic
appointed whose duty it will be
family are planning
to arrange for a line program ofsports
canyon tomorrow.
Harry Benham and mother, well
for Saturday, Aug. 22, tho date of the
remembered guests of the Plaza hotel
A beautiful evening; a fine trolley picnic of the Uaton shop and railroad
or so past, will return to l.as
ride and a- good band concert are the men. The Idea lB to make the day a a year
Vegas for the summer.
attractions for tomorrow evening.
In
one
the city, to ask the rail
gala
road company for half holiday for lo
One of the hondaomest carriages in
and
D,
Sliaw
Mls McKay cal shopmen, to request the merchants town
Mrs. E.,
Is seen at Venz's. It Is a four
got away for fairy Catallna Maud In to close their
places of business in passenger park Stanhope, with rubber
the sunlit California seat), this after- the afternoon and to
give handsome tires, a model new to Las Vegas.
noon.
prizes to the winners of the contests,
M. L. Cooler' was turning out of his
Baseball, races and athletic contests
Renauda, the ten months' old son
Bridge street repository this morning
of Lola Caslas, died this morning of of various kinds will be arranged. The two
will make every effort to ensure a
pieces of carriage work, one for
fever on the went sIJo and will burled city
the Ilfeld boys and one, a Urge hack,
memorable celebration.
tomorrow,' '
A letter from the local shopmen ask for a country customer.
for the cooperation of the board
ed
will
band
the
car
The
carrying
Frank Manzanares, Jr., and wife and
station at In planning the program was read. To
leave the Bridge street
Mrs. Robert Gross drove do wn to the
Other car this an answer was dispatched giving
1:30 tomorrow evening.
assurance of the readiness of the or sheep camp below town today to wit
will follow very half honr.
ness the performance of robbing the
ganization to assist In any matter pos
fleecy fellows of their fleece.
L. W. JlfelJ, the prosperous Bridge aible.
street hardware merchant, has pur- toin to assist In any matter possible
The livery stables do a thriving
chased a ,liudBG lay horse which
It Is expected that at least six hun
business on Sunday this time of the
lie 'will use for .driving his family out dred Gate City people will be here and
year. If you desire to engage a rig
these fine summer evenings.
there may be as many more.
take your best girl out riding In,
better do so early In the week as the
Tho firm of Hftll & Learnard has
Montezuma Club.
The anniversary dance of the Mon demand exceeds the supply.
Just Installed a fine Chickerlng Bros,
piano in the Woodman ball. A cele- tezuma Club, given at the rooms, last
M. P. Trotter and party of six gen
bration of the auspicious event Is to evening, was quite tho nicest of the
tlemen
hailing from the low country
be held next Wednesday evening.
year. A considerable number of young
about Guthrie, O. T., are climbing
people gathered. The choicest spirit
Guadalupe Qulntana was In the city of congeniality prevailed. Tho music Hermit's peak today. The gentlemen
came here to got acquainted with the
today from El Cuervo, with his wool was excellent and the ploasure-lovinclip which ho disposed of at a price guests enjoyed the brilliant affair ex- mountain country and to enjoy tho
that was not at all satisfactory to him ceedingly. In recognition of the Im benefits of altitude.
as he claims he could have received a portance of the occasion
"Jeff" had
II. A. Harvey left this morning for
better price at home.
taken particular pains with the col his mountain resort with two
wagon
lation served at a seasonable hour. loads of
guests who will remain there
The funeral of Dan P. Davis will
occur from the Dearth undertaking Altogether the club's anniversary was for the next week or so. Ho will
charmingly celebrated. The
parlors at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning tion Is In a condition of organiza- send a wagon back next Tuesday,
gratifying which will return Wednesday fer the
tinder the auspices of the Odd Fellows
and all members of that order are ur- prosperity, Its social affairs are al purposo of conveying a large number
ways dollghtful and evory evening the of people who were unable to go up
gently requested to attend.
elegant rooms are thronged with mem- this trip.
Tho Great White Stork visited the bers who prize the privileges of
The management of the ladles'
13. Ward well appointed club.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
alrM'-Vw
a
o girprc, through eho
.
,
.
The
concert
mi
tho
Las
given
Veess
by
,1.
columns of The Optic, Its sincere
wa uujf. tuure is great rejoicing in
the household and the young lad had Military band in the park last night thanks to the doctors and lawyers for
was not so largely attended atf usual
a warm reception from several
their benoflt baseball game on July
owing to the threatening condition of Fourth. The Home is In need ol
tne weather and tho fact tha the pub-limany Improvements so the money rewag not aware that a concert would
The receipts" of the Fourth of July
ceived from the game )s very much
ball game, played by the doctors and bo given, but those who did attend appreciated and will be put to
good
lawyers for the benefit of tho ladles had the satisfaction of listening to one use.
01
the
so
concerts
best
far given by
Home, were $69.25. The exponsos of
the game were $24.60, leaving a bal- mis most tsicellent musical organlza
Al Gump and Mrs. Nellie Graham,
ance of 144.65 to be turned over to the tlon, These concerts are fast hn. wfio have been spending a week at
coming an event that tho people look vey's came In yesterday.
,
They had
ladles' Ron. ' forward o with pleasure and It is a vlellghtful outing and report a Ashseldom that a seat cdn be obtained in ing expedition to the Gallinas that
A horse and a car load of
goods belonging to Dr. F. B. Ro- the park by the lato corners when Jt would make a theme for the romanmero, arrived in the city today from la generally understood that & concert cer.. Half of the guests of Harvey's
s
went along and camped beside the
El Paso and will soon be followed by will heglven. The' west side
are to bo congratulated upon stream. They brought home all the
the doctor hlmeslf who will In the futheir enterprise In providing such an fish In the stream that are worth
ture make this city his home.
acceptable a means of amusement.
catching.
Mrs, Emma C. Whltson,
of the
Edward Baca, (he pleasant and
A brilliant reporter of the Denver
.Whltson Music company of AlbuqOer
salesman at the Romero Shoe
dol Republican encountered the Las Veque today Installed a
lar piano from Bear Bros, in the home gas delegation to the C. E. convention store and Patricio Sena, one of the
of Mrs. Lenora Jackson. The Instru and they sized up so well that he mis most pleasant salesmen of the Romero
ment ia a beauty and as good at it took them for the whole New Mexico Mercantile company's store, left toi
seventy. Tho friends of E. C. Herlow day for Santa Fe and other points to
look.
will congratulate him upon the honors spend their regular summer vacation.
i m
They will attend the wedding of FerMonday Is the day upon which the thrust upon him In the following:
residents of the west side will east ."New Mexico was represented by a nando Delgado and Miss Margarita
their ballots and decide whether that delegation of seven, They wore light Qulntana at Albuquerque next Thursside of the city shall be incorporated blue badges stamped with the name of day and then continue on to Espanola.
or not, and the politicians who are In their territory. The Rev. E. C. Her- Mr. Sena will be accompanied by his
favor of the movement are busily en- low, pastor of the Presbyterian church little son.
Numerous
funny Incidents take
gaged in hustling votes for their side at Las Vegas, headed the party."
of the question.
place at the depot, says the Denver
The Normat band will render a con- Post, speaking of the arrival of the
The west side baseball team known cert at Hot Springs tomorrow evening C. E. delegates. This morning a specand without doubt a targe crowd will ial car with New Mexican mine ownM the Reds will leave tonight for
where they will Indulge wend their way out there to enjoy ers from Wisconsin came In. They
themselves In a picnic tomorrow. It the music and the balmy mountain wore white caps and a young woman
la sot their Intention to return be- breeies, The itfeet car company will member of the Endeavor reception
fore tomorrow night and they espect put OB a thirty minute service in the committee rushed up to one of them,
to spend the Intervening time in a evening which will give everyone an 'I am glad to see you. Welcome to the
most enjoyable manner.
opportunity to go out there, Iteten to Christian Endeavor!" she cried.
the band and return at any time they
"Huh!" said the man, "I'm from
Mr. anj Mrs. L. Hummell and Mr. mgy desire. If the weather is nice the Milwaukee.'
and Mrs. Allan Hummell are In the band will no doubt attract a targe
That was enough for the girl. She
saw her mistake when he told her the
city from their home in Pottsvlllo, Pa., crowd.
on a visit to the former couple's ton,
town he was from.
When the Investigation committee
C. F. Hummell, of the Singer Sewing
Machine company. After a short vis-I- t arrives In Washington for the purThrough the quick and Intelligent
here they will go to California to pose of Investigating the doings of work of Marshal Curt right the two
visit relatives. Mr, L. Hummell is the Maverick Brander, their congression- gentlemen of color who departed from
proprietor of an extensive wholesale al representative, the audience is al- the Hand ranch at Los Alamos with a
furniture establishment in Pollsvllle. ways convulsed with laughter. This number of articles belonging to the
Is one of the most amusing scent
owner, . were captured at AlbuquerAssistant Superintendent Gill of the ever created and will be produced in que last night As soon as the maratreet railway company has been on a manner that will be talkej about shal was Informed of the theft he
the ailing list for several days past, for months after when A Texas Ster wired In both directions to Intercept
hut not so tu but that he could attend Is presented here In the latter part of the pilfering coons and gave the Albuto a few matters of business. One of this month by the cavalry boys.
querque officers not only an excellent
the matters which has been ccupylng
description of them but also Informed
his attention is that of placing elecDon Eugenlo Romero, who returned them on what train they would likely
tric fans in the many different places last night from Santa Fe and points be found and had the satisfaction of
of business In the city. He has placed on the Santa Fe Central, reports track learning last night that both of the
orders for fans In almost every saloon laying still continues on that line at wanted men had been arrested and
and restaurant in the city and as soon a rapid rato and that the track which part of the plunder found on them.
as he can get them here they will be la being built both from Kennedy and There Is no doubt but what the right
placed In position, where they will Torrsnc will probably be connected men have been captured and Marshal
furnish a cooling breeu to any heated up by the end of next week as only Curtrlght left today for the Duke City
fasirldual that may come within about flve miles separates the two to bring them back to answer for
ends.
CMr range.
their crime.
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All.

LOOK AT THE

ONE WEEK ONLY

7 HO

Commencing July 13th,
we will give

of Hlne

old-tim- e

:

Destruction of Prices
and Profits in

$25 Worth
Trading

Shirtwaists

with any
Stamps
Shirt Waist from

mm

$3.50 to $5.00

in Mtiunps free with

Waists from

,
for .

Tj Waist
$2.50 Waists for
$3.50 Waits for
$1

$10.00
iii Htamps free with

Waixts from

$1.25 to

.

250 Trimmed H acts

$2.00

to Of

to $8.50,
worth from $4-5your choice till July lOth,...?--

$5.00
in stamps free with
Waist from
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The
assortment in
town to select from.
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ltemcmber the dates
July 13th
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BACHARACH BROS.

"4

Opposite Oastanoda Hotel.

I

When at the depot pay us a visit.
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Ilfeld's: The Plaza

"
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SUMMER.
SUIT
X

We HeLve Them; Four Grades and Differ- ervt Colors- 1
1

FOR

"!

"

THE TIME TO GET INTO YOUR
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i
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1

NOW
tIS

Himi
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Stamps with all Purchases.

Red Trading

65c to $1.15

'

d

.

.

30c 75o
'.JS 'fory
45c
70c $1.25 Waists for '; . '. . , 85c
. $1 00 $2 00Wafc' s for . .. . $1.25
. $1.65 $3.00 Waists for . . . $190
. $2.55 $4.50 and $5 Waist, for $3.60

0
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50c WAISTS for
$1.00 Waists for

$2.25 to $3.25

e

cltl-ten-

be ready as we Fire.

Aim to

$15.00

I
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1

Our line of Wash Suits for the little fellows is complete, and of the latest fabrics in Blouse suits. These
cost from

LOT,
LOT,
LOT.
LOT,

THE
THE
THE
THE

S2.50
S3.50
S4.50
S5.50

i

I
X

SUIT
SUIT
SUIT
SUIT

IF YOU SEE THEM YOU'LL WANT ONE

j

50c to $1.75 PER SUIT.
We are sole agents for the celebrated K. & E.
Waists and mouses, mey come in percaies, maojras,
and other fabrics. They are laundered and unlaunder-e- d
with collars attached
Efln 7Rn Cl 1111
OI.UU
and detached
JUU,

t

l3l,

CL

S1.00 to $2.25.

the pleasure to inform our friends aad
patrons that we have just received the

We have

VA

Famous Celebrated Sorosis Petticoats

M GREENBERGER,
'
iiiiii ii mini

IN BLACK ONLY.

i

SELL AT.

haa a coupon attached to
you to a

atfc.....

Country

AT

PAPER'S.! V'

L. W. ILFELD,

Prtprif lor

Free. We furnish the latest Illustrated Fashion
Plates. These Petticoats are truly "beauties" and
sell on sight. They are manufactured in the most
scientific way; are a perfect fit and guaranteed
satisfaction. Also received a new line of

which sell

IP
1 1

Ves

which

EAST END OF BRIDGE.

Bridge Street
Hardware Store
WW 76

it

Sorosis Pattern

EVERYDAY!

. .

Doors

..$1.25, $IJH, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00.
EACH petticoat

THRESH

Screen

COMPANY.

Announcement Extraordinary!
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PEOPLE'S
REICH

We have a full line of white embroidered SAILOR
BLOUSE WAISTS. Prices from

IJJli

603 SIXTH STREET.

MM MMMMSM

ARBAQE CANS are required
by law. We will make to order any size wanted.
Shop
corner Grand and Douglas
avenue. HENRY A 8UNDT.
'Vegas 'Phone 109.

at

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $3 AO, $4, $5 and $0

which starts
morrow we intend
to make a great
success Great et
Ioiih In, nil departments will be made and this sale will continue until AVGIHT 1st. It would be inipoMible to enumerate
MPERIAL RESTAURANT Is the every item, but it will pay you to come and examine our GREAT
.
.
favorite dining place of our best OAltGAINS and supply yourselves.

II people those who enjoy
II cooking' and good service.
IX Railroad avenue.

OUR JULY CLEARING SALE
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